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Absolute
passion is
hard to find
Never before have I been
a witness to more giddy,
drunk, middle-aged men,
all gathered in one place and giving
each other high-fives.
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l fan of another team, I
still had to crack the occasional
smile and give the occasional high
five.
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Ah hi There's nothing like the sound of a jackhammer
driving into a chunk of concrete in the morning. The
multitude of cranes, bulldozers, and other obsecenely
large construction tools are becoming fixtures on this
campus. The construction of the new library has affected
the entire school. Destroying a library at a University
seems a little crazy in the first place, and has caused many
people to question, "Where
are we going to study?" and
"Where are all the books going
to go?"
Prior to Orrade's
demolition, Santa Clara
created a monstrosity of a
building just behind the
library's location, called the
Automated Retrieval System.
Not only does this system
si s
i
Hfc.
Above: Students are hard at work in the
new Interim Library. Who would know
it's actually just a string of trailers?
Right: A section ofthe Interim Library.
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store a kagillion books, but it also
retrieves them for you with a robotic
arm. Yes, our campus has become
quite technologically advanced. With
the problem of book storage solved,
the next obstacle was study space.
To solve this dilemma, SCU set
up a string of trailers and kicked the
Jesuits out of their living space. The
Interim Library was created out of
trailers to act as a temporary library
while Nobili Hall was renovated to
house students and create study
lounges. Luckily, the Jesuits made
out pretty well with new residences
just off campus.
Students have been adapting Bottom Left: New study space in Nobili Hall
well to the changes and have
been helping to make things work.
Anticipation grows, though, as each
beam is added to the skeleton of our
new library. Hopefully, it will all be
worth it.
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Above: Provost Gilbert discusses future
plans and deadlines in a meeting.
Above: Dean Koch the new
Dean of Engineering at Santa
Clara University.
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new provost
and vice provost have been appointed as
well as a new dean of the engineering
Dr. Lucia Albino Gilbert has offered a
tremendous amount of support and enthusiasm
during her mere matter of months as provost.
Gilbert strongly believes in the strong foundation
that Santa Clara University is built upon and is
extremely excited to put her plans into action.
Although she is still learning about the campus
and students she has already begun to take strides
Gilbert strives to create greater social justice
through education. Ms. Gilbert was previously
vice provost at the University of Texas at Austin
but was over come by an energy portrayed at
continually serves and works with Dr. Gilbert.
Although Mr. Cameron has been at Santa Clara
for 23 years he still challenges and develops the
institution. With Dr. Gilbert, this pair seems to make
a terrific team with plenty to offer the university.
The new Dean of the Engineering School, Jim
Koch, has played a vital role this past year continuing
the mission of the school and university. Mr. Koch
marvels at the position of SCU, as he encourages
students and professors to embrace the conceptual
foundations in engineering of the Silicon Valley.
These new installments to the SCU
community continue the commitment
educating the whole person in the Jesuit tradition.
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Above: Provost Gilbert
smiles at Santa Clara,
her new home!
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Left: Who needs an ipod when you have
Jen Zeidan creating beautiful music right
across the hall?
Bottom Left: SCU
dancers showcase their
talents at the annual
'Choreographer's
Gallery'.
Bottom Right: Swig's
resident DJ Dave
Harding thinks up a
new masterpiece.
Although Santa Clara is many miles away from
Hollywood, it is home to a variety of promising
dancers, singers, actors, and more. The Department
Df Theater and Dance offers courses and experi-
ence in acting, directing, dancing, choreography,
lighting, set design, sound design, costume design
playwriting, and arts management. Alumni of the
program have gone on to win Emmys and work
3n Broadway. For the aspiring musicians and com-
Dosers, the Deparment of Music currently enrolls
3ver eighty majors and minors. Students can take
everything from Beginning Guitar to Private Voice
lessons to Music History courses. Plus, you don't
lave to be majoring in theater, dance, or music to
explore your inner performer. The Center of Per-
:orming Arts puts on student productions through-
out the year that encourage the campus community
:o get involved. Who knows where you might see
some of these talented students one day - whether
t be co-starring with Jude Law on the big screen or
Derforming at HP Pavillion—, be sure to keep your
eye out.
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Aldo Billingslea, director
Mark Larson, assistant director
Nov 3-5 and 8-11, 2006
Box Office: 408.554.4015 Wed-Sat 8pm, Sun 2pm
Tickets: $5-16 www.scu.edu/cpa
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mmersion trips are a way i) l imerse yourself in a different cu lture, learn
Open your eyes. Help. Change yo|r oltlookon life. Enjoy the trip of a lifetime. "I
honestly feel that the immersion pioj&am is the best opportunity for students to
learn what it means to serve others in the Jesuit tradition of social justice," said
Kyle Ozawa '08, who went to El Salvador and Appalachia, West Virginia.
Going on an immersion trip isn't like any other leisurely trip. Students
come back with a newly changed perspective. "Once we realize as a community
that our material wealth matches perfectly with the spiritual wealth of the poor,
we can work together to create a just and loving world society," says Stephanie
Edwards '07, who went to Nogales, Mexico. Immersion trippers don't just travel
to different places in the world—they help make a difference.
These students bring back inspiring stories to share with the Santa Clara
community, encouraging change and improvement in our daily lives. "Immersion
trips are a way to escape the Santa Clara bubble and be exposed to the reality
that over two thirds of the world faces everyday," said Megan Raimondi '07.
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Historically, each decade has had a defining moment
where the youth of America have had a choice: the choice
I
to fight for what they thought was right or to sit back and let
the world pass on by. For the '50s it was the sit ins fighting
for civil rights, for the '60s it was Woodstock, in the 70s
there were the protests of the Vietnam war. College students
Eplay
an integral role in the social changes that occur in the
United States and have become one of the most powerful
civilian voices in our country over the past five decades.
The students at Santa Clara are no exception.
Everyday SCU students stand up for the changes they wish
to see in the world. This year several students made a trip to
Fort Benning in Georgia to protest against the School of the
I
Americas. These students joined groups from nearly every
other Jesuit education center in the country as well as many
others protesting the teaching of torture tactics and other
controversial lessons in military school.
Additionally, Santa Clara students were publicly
recognized for their efforts and events to gain recognition
for the genocide occurring in the Darfur region. The Darfur
I
tent set up on campus received coverage by many local and
nationwide news networks including The New York Times
and The San Jose Mercury News.
Many clubs on campus provide opportunities for
students to take action on what they believe in. Santa Clarans
for Social Justice is one of the biggest clubs on campus for
student advocacy of student ideas. Additionally groups like
Every 2 Minutes and One in Four focus on more campus
wide issues, such as stalking awareness month, offering
self-defense classes and other prevention methods against
harassment.
The best part of student driven changes at Santa
Clara is that there is a voice for everyone. If you've got an
opinion on something there is a place on campus for you to
express it.
•Z-&
a single week, many of SCU's finest
students traded in their comfy
rooms and warm comforters for a
sleeping bag and a night in the Santa
Clarans for Social Justice Darfur
Tent. The students established
this event to attract campus wide
attention for the genocide currently
occuring in the Darfur region.
Not only did it make a splash in
the SCU community but it also
got media attention from stations
across the nation.
Ch-h-h-Changes.(far
below) Student Matt Lee gives
respecting human dignity.
v :
people an over me woria nave oeen
coming to SCU in recent years. There
are students from small towns and bii
cities. Some live five miles away, while
others live five thousand miles away.
There are people from Chicago, Ja-
pan, Hawaii, Indonesia, California and
more. Name a place and we probably
have a student from there.
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yQkem voe came from
In the past couple of years, the
entering grown
immensely. This year, the class of
2010 is the biggest freshman class in
our history with 1,386 students. The
number of international students has
grown as well.
41% of students are from out of
state, including international stu-
dents, while 59% of students are
from California. We all came to SCU
from different places, but now SCU is
what has brought us all together.
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The Soccer Champ
Brandi Chastain 91 smiles for the camera.
vJ A^LXAAt^i
What do Steve Nash, Brandi Chastain, Andy Ackerman,
Gavin Newsom, John Fry, Randy Fry, and David Fry all
have in common? They are all SCU alumni. Steve Nash
'96 was a sociology major and became a basketball pro.
Brandi Chastain '91 was a communications major and
became a soccer champ. John Fry'78, a mathematics
major, Randy Fry '82, a mechanical engineering major,
and David Fry '83, an electrical engineering major, be-
came the co-founders of Fry's Electronics. Andy Acker-
man 78 became a TV producer and director of shows,
such as "Seinfeld" and "Cheers." Gavin Newsom '89,
a political science major, is currently the mayor of San
Francisco.
SCU is what connects all of us. After graduation, we will
all take different paths in life, but we will still have one
thing in common—our SCU education. Our alumni are
examples of where school can take us. The future is full
of possibilities. Just think. The person behind you in bi-
ology may someday be the one to find a cure for cancer.
Someone you met at the Ben Lee concert may be the
future president of the United States. While you may
not know what the future holds, you can be sure that an
SCU education will place you on the path to success.
^/////////////////////////////////////^^^^
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The TV Producer and Director
Andy Ackerman '78 discusses his shows.
The Basketball Pro
Steve Nash '96 returns to SCU for Convocation 2006.
Andy Ackerman '78 discusses his shows.
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Alicia Tl^uyen
Glass of 200SL
Peacoats
H&a-dkan
Andrea-. IV obsessed
iMith headbands. They are
such a threat option itfhen
you are having a bad hair
Ylicole yQadley day. I probably ^ear headbands.
Class of 2010 H-5 days a mek. I think
this trend Mil hang V
around for a vohile.
Karen Xsa'i
Class of 2009
Tflegan Incorvaia
Class of 2009
Tfleqhan: Vty favorite part about
trends developing at 'Santa Clara
is that students always use
their ottfn take on a
particular fashion
statement Peacoats are
always classy but usinQ them
i/oith ant/) ensemble versus
simply to protect against the
Winter voi.nd makes them uniaue.
Gara Forrester
Class of 2007
Tucked m TAqqs
Andrea-. Tm. not a fan of
the tacked in Uygs. I ovon a
pair and I rarely tuck them,
into w.y pants. I think people
do this simply because its
trendy. It really doesn't serve
a function.
Alizon fularon
Class of 2007
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It's Tf(A6{ GCU faciAlm are JUST LIKE UQ.
lit in Line.
Multiple eye witness accounts have confirmed
that Professors DO actually have to wait in
line. While most of the time proffessor's take
priority around campus, all are equal at the
Mission Bakery. Here Religious Studies Pro-
jfessor David Gray waits for a quick snack from
:he Mission Bakery between classes.
Prof. Vavid Oray
Waiting (3 Mkibh Bde-W'
itch
Prof.
They Sit At Benson.
Yes, it's true, even the
greatest of professors grab one
of the new coveted Mission
Bakery booths from time to time and Lunch in the Benson
Memorial. Math Professor Laurie Poe proves that with the new
comfy benches eating lunch is now satisfying and stylish!
Prof. Laurie Poe-
BeMiOh Bejiche* -* Tood ~ Mi
They Stroll Around Campus.
Sometimes even Professors need a break to clear their head
and relax. There's no better way to do that than a stroll around
our own beautful campus. We caught Fr. Zampelli at the end of
one such friday stroll on his way to Benson for a snack
[hey Read Magazines
Students find that one
of the most convenient
ways to get catch up on
their news or holllywood
gossip is through magazines.
However, this source of
knowlege is not limited to
students. Ourphotographers
caught Professor Nancy
Unger of the Women's and
Gender Studies department
catching up with her favorite
mag.
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Why our school tWHoora-wi has the C about the 5? Over -many years students
haut towit up with thdr own answers to these and -many other auestions.
Ihoutjh some of these hypothesis haw. thdr base in truth, -most are iusta™
whole -mess of a -weans of procrastination (ouessino instead of studyino) and
creative i-maoination. these stories are the result of a ti-me before facebook. to
distinouish the truth from the lies, The Redwood decided to oo diooino around to
discover the truth.
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USC debated all the val-wi trees on the ahvvus
University of Santa Clara to adopt the na-wr to SCU
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The Myth Any student cauoht pUUhq roses from the
Santa Clara Mission C?lff*a$j>H£t cm a hefty fine and,
write a letter of apolooy.
California deaded to take
>disina. However, that
YMuersity of Santa Clara,
in return forthe auronywi and for
California school (USC) decided to begin their own construction project. A i"\ " ~ 'Jj0^r\'~ bem notiano
that the two buildinos looked oddly si-milar. Mow a days, -most people are convMftvTthat the plans for SvJlG and
(JSCs Marks Tower were switched when the plans were still in their infancy and that USC now days host to the
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SOU is home to fi[[ types of people but one thing is certain - they all nave [ove for SCU. Whether
they come from Washington, the 'East Coast, Colorado, or even the Bay Area, SClk students find
themselves missing good old Santa Clara every summer and Christmas break- There isjast something
about the campus and the community that is hard to explain to someone voho has never been to "the
Clara" The truth is, it is a combination of a minion tittle things that make GCU so special and dear
in our hearts. They are the type of things that only a true Santa Clara student muld knoiA) about
Here are 101 examples of those little things, taken from real students from all over the campus.
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4?. Dm Panics
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and they smile"
flfc "Because they're irWw Sexv Bacff"
73. Pulling all-nighters'
84. Omelets
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SO. Halloween at §Ctl
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47. ">Tot chicks"
4 8. \/lsitl90 Stafford
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These Words Are My Own
(above) Every issue, the staff of The Review chooses one piece
to represent the general theme and concept of the magazine.
For the Spring/Summer issue zoo6, Mithran Somasundrum's
piece "Clara" was chosen to represent the California Art issue
featuring multiple pieces relating to the northern California
culture which surrounds campus.
Head Editor Lauren Karp helps lead the Santa Clara Review
Practicum class once a week. She notes "The Review is
committed to the development of student literary talent, both
in editorial and creative writing skills." During the Practicum
students join together to analyze and critique works that the
staff are considering for the magazine.
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as one of the longest existing literary magazine west
of the Mississippi. Now celebrating its 159th year
of publication, The Santa Clara Review continues
to impress readers with the poetry, fiction, non-
fiction, and art of SCU students. The editorial
staff publishes a free Fall/Winter and Spring/
Summer Issue each year with a rolling submission
date to give students multiple chances to be
in
the very selective magazine. In addition to the
two book launch parties each year, the Review
also encourages students to express themselves
at Open Mic Nights throughout the year. Because
the number of submissions to The Review grows
exponentially each year, the already high quality of
the magazine continues to display the best of Santa
Clara's literary and artistic talent.
If You Enjoy It, Do It.
Published first for a non-
fiction piece her sophomore
year, Junior Leslie Santikian
is quite enthusiastic about
the Review With a smile she
says, ' To have your work
recognized as something
worth publishing was
amazing. The idea that others
could see my work and that
it could inspire them to
write, it just made me feel so
fulfilled... Students should
care about the Review because it's a representation
of your creativity. It's an outlet of creativity which
deserves to be recognized." T
I Tfiovie (genres" |
land out assignments. Design layouts. Take pictures. Write copy.
Edit spreads. Edit pictures. Edit copy. Deadline after deadline. This quid
paced environment is how members of The Redwood "provide an accurate,
detailed, and all encompassing view of the year and the students that par-
ticipated in it," said editor in chief, Allison Norman ('07).
It's been 103 years since the first yearbook, and the greatest changel
for The Redwood is producing its first all color yearbook. This year The Red-|
wood can be described as colorful, emotional, and memorable. The Bool
itself can be related to movie genres. According to Norman, the yearbool
contains genres ranging from comedy to drama to romance.
The 2006-2007 year started off with a bonding retreat in Santal
Cruz for the Redwood staff. It was here that the staff learned that each one
of them shared the same determination to create a beautiful, remarkable
yearbook that they could be proud of. Throughout the year, staff meetsj
regularly on Mondays to discuss layouts, copy, photographs, and more.
Each staff member works diligently on his or her assignments, meeting thel
demands of all the editors. Their slogan, "remembering the year, so you
don't have to," reflects their desire to accurately document the year. Whenj
all is said and done, the staff of 2006-2007 will create another unforget-
table yearbook to add to Santa Clara University's history.
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Where do reporters find the hottest stories for The Santa
Clara? Just about anywhere, from flyers to conversations. By Sun-
day, editors start going over possible stories. By Monday, sto-
ries a^e more or less settled and the page layouts are designed.
Afterwards, pictures and ads are inserted. Three to four pairs of
eyes examine the stories over and over. Although it seems like a
condensed process on paper, it actually takes two to three long
days to get the stories, the design, and the pictures exactly how
students see them in the newspaper on Thursday morning.
Since 1922, TSC has been our campus newspaper. It faith-
fully delivers stories that matter to students every week. Through-
out the years, TSC has upheld the ideal to put out a good news-
paper every week. Yet, this year stands out because TSC has won
the Online Pacemaker, a prestigious, national award, for its online
newspaper. Also, this is the third year in a row that TSC has been
a finalist for the Newspaper Pacemaker. "We don't do what we do
to win awards, but it's nice to be recognized for good work," says
the editor in chief, Jeremy Herb ('08).
TSC can be related to All the President's Men because
"I'd like TSC to strive to attain some of the qualities of watchdog
reporting as the main characters did in that movie," says Herb.
Each week, the staff works diligently to piece together the news-
paper. "I'd like students to remember that the newspaper was
their source for campus news; it's where they turned to to find out
what's happening here," Herb said.
v
Everyone at SCU has walked by the door of SCCAF in downstairs Benson on
the way to Cellar Market or to check their mail; however, mot everyone knows
what exactly SCCAF Is. Ihe Santa Clara Cwwudty Action Frooram (SCCAF)
k the main ifitunteer association on cawvus. it brinos together students who want
to help others and oet Inched In their community. It m important to know that
SCCAP does make a very bin difference. Members visit homeless shelters, tutor
under privtlened children and educate people on diversity and olobal issues.
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ActivitiesProgramming Board
Since 1994, the Activities Program-
ming Board has provided Santa Clara
students the opportunity to dance,
sing, and mingle. The APB has en-
tertained Bronco students with speed
dating, palm readings, DJ Check-
O dance parties and even with
an event, the art of kissing.
list of some of the
Although SCU is a small
university, the Activity Program-
ming Board provides campus-
wide events with big name per-
formers such as Detth Gib for
Code All SCU students take part
in an APB event during the year
making the Activities Program-
ing Board so '|'11^1
APB "Get Involved" Event
The Art of Kissing
Band Nights in The Bronco
Bronco Comedy Blowout
Fear Factor
Speed Dating
Stoplight Party
Bronco Blowout
Palm Reader
Made with Love
DJ ChecR-0 Dance Party
ing break from a hard days work
of planning events for Santa Clara
students.
Right: Members of the Activities
Programming Board smile for the
camera after accomplishing a terrific
year of activities for all students at
Santa Clara.
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Departments in College ofArts and
Sciences
Anthropology
Art and Art History
Biology
Chemistry
Classics
Cowuviunication
English
History
Vflath/CompiAter Science
military Science (WTO
Tflodem Languages/Literature
Trlustc
Philosophy
Physics
Political Science
Psychology
Religious Studies
Sociology
Theatre and Vance
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The Leavey School of Business provides a well-rounded education
for students heading into the business world. The school of business
has offered a comprehensive education since it's in 18^1. Students are
offered six academic departments to major in including
Students who major in business may find themselves in front of a
lecture given by members of Fortune ^oo companies or even a dot-
com start up. With small class sizes at Santa Clara, students can
receive personal attention from their professors. The Leavey School
of Business is a top ranked school with an impressive reputation
because ofthe combination ofsmall classes and distinguished faculty.
Santa Clara also offers a large network of alumni in the Bay Area
and even throughout the country ensuring that graduating business
students will find connections and opportunities abounding for them.
The Santa Clara School of Business teaches students how to perform
ethically and intelligently in todays fast moving world.
1'
(above) Economics students must be detail
oriented. In class these students edit eachother's
papers before turning in a final draft,
(left) With the Gonyea Family Arbor just outside
Kenna Hall, business students find a beautiful
place to read the Wall Street Journal.
Many students find
themselves resereaching
on computers at Kenna
Hall in between classes.
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Here at Santa Clara, everyone finds a home in their RLC. Whether it's on an immersion
trip, or at a Sharks game or even in the bustle of the dorms, a community is waiting for"
them. On top of living with other members of their RLC, freshmen are also required to
take classes with their RLC. "Freshmen quickly get connected to Santa Clara by living at
studying together" says Phil Kesten, the director of RLCS on campus. "One of the things
like is the congenial rivalry that has grown between the RLCS", he also says. "Last year's
Mr. RLC finals brought four or five hundred students to Benson, and it seemed like ever
one had a great time, All of the RLCS include freshmen and sophomores, while da Vinci
and Loyola are a mix of all the grades. This allows older students to guide the younger-
ones and help them adapt to the community,
For most, RLCs become the 3CC6SS to finding
getting adjusted to college life.
new friends and
£&
Both DaVinci and Loyola enjoy suite and apartment
style living in Casa Italiana and Sobrato. DaVinci reflects
the many interests of the famous Leonardo - science
and Italian culture. Loyola focuses on social justice and
4 faith. The Jesuit tradition is very important to members
of this RLC. DaVinci and Loyola attract freshmen through
seniors, bringingtheclassestogetherwith Monday night
dinners and socials.
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Enter the Graham Quad and you will see mem-
bers of the ALPHA RLC all around you - sunbath-
ing, barbequing, studying, and socializing. ALPHA
is the oldest RLC at Santa Clara. Members of AL-
PHA complete courses in Art History, Literature,
Philosophy, and History. Through these courses,
ALPHA students get to interact with each other
in the classroom. This interaction comes in handy
when you need someone nearby to study for a
midterm with, Socials also bring together the AL-
PHA RLC every Monday afternoon.
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A student iA/alks across the Qjml on
another ooroewz autuwm cky lm Santa Clara.
residents ask the desk m
umnwvdty ktchen. Desk receptionists due out
<s, oarbaoe baas, etc. andoet to know'everyone in theirdorm.
y\
" Above Right: Kit Coyle and Ashley Batz are
examples of Sophomores who lovedTfie
jaMousJifexitSxag-so much the first
[time, they decided to live there again
ight:5wig Hall looms eleven stories high
elis visible throughout Santa Clara, which
comes in handy for gmdir^Jiome lost stu-
dents"
Delphi is the home to students interested in music, arts, theater and
dance, Members of Delphi are known for attending concerts^RWsicals,
recitals, and exhibits together. Fun events like the Mr Delphi
competition and Lounge Acts give students a chance
to Share the spotlight. No matter what they are doing, this RLC
always finds a way to entertain itself.
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While Delphi occupies the upper half of Swig, the
lower half enjoys a shorter elevator ride and the perks
of being a part of Cypress RLC. Cypress includes
students interested in the environmental studies. The
name Cypress comes from the rare Monterey Cypress,
native to California. RLC activities tend to be outdoors
including everything from hiking to surfing. Cypress
students also get to know members of Delphi through
socials in Swig's Sky Lounge on the nth floor.
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Just a short walk from Benson lies McLaughlin and Walsh, where you will find
unity rlc. These students are concerned with issues of diversity.
Courses and activities reflect the mission of the Unity RLC. Like the other
RLCs, Unity participates in campus wide events like Mr. RLC and Capture the
Flag.
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Dunne Hall is home to the Modern
Perspectives RLC. These students care
about issues brought up in the 21st
century - social, political, and eco-
nomic. Babeques, intramurals,
the annual Thanksgiving din-
ner, and "progressives" unite
members of this RLC and give an un-
rivaled sense of community to Dunne.
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Music blasting, squad cheering, crowd
roaring. "All hail to S.C.U. Honor her prestige
and fame, Oh! hold high those standards as we
go into the game." Bronco spirit is stronger than
ever. Really, who isn't a Ruff Riders? Without a
doubt, students have great pride in our school's
sports' teams.
Ruff riders boost attendance for games
while hyping up the atmosphere of the crowd,
creating a united environment amongst mem-
bers. The student-run pep band helps by pump-
ing up the crowd by playing the school's fight
song. The cheer squad motivates the crowd,
shaking its pom-poms, performing routines.
The dance team promotes spirit by performing
flawless choreography. Together, these organi-
zations depict the crowd's feeling towards the
opposing team—"bring it on."
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'Varsity fight for Santa Clara Banners of red and white on higL
Ruff Riders Vice Presidents A.J. Perry and Ryan Purdy '07 combine forces with
Bucky and the Pep Band to bring the Bronco women's soccer team to victory
over former national champion and WCC rival Portland.
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Bucky The Bron
Bucky The Bronco Santa Clara University
Sex: Male
Interested In: Mares
Relationship Status: Single
Looking For: Whatever I Can Get
Birthday: 1851
Hometown: Santa Clara, CA
Political Views: Spirited
Personal Info
Activities: Everything Santa Clara:
sports, clubs, activities,
dances, RUFF RIDERS!
Interest: Anything Santa Clara
Favorite Music: Santa Clara Fight Song
Favorite TV Shows: Santa Clara Sports on TV
Favorite Movie: The Black Stallion, Spirit:
Stallion of the Cimarron
Favorite Quotes: "GO BRONCOS!" -Me
the wall edit
Iggy the LMU Lion
You may have beat my team once, Bucky, but we will get you back.
Watch your sorry "ass," you donkey!
The Don... Spanish Nobleman
I WANT REVENGE!!! Your team killed us in this week's basketball
game!!! I want a rematch so we can show you what we're really made
of. Just pick the time and place!
Tama the Stallion
Hey there hot stuff! Last night was so much fun! We need to go out
again sometime soon! You're so amazing you bucking Bronco!
xoxoxoxox :* :*
Bucky The Bronco s Photos
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It was once said that rowers continuously push the
limits of human endurance. For the men's crew team,
this doesn't only mean rowing as hard as they possibly
can for a 2,000-meter race, but also pushing themselves
to the limit at EVERY early morning land workout and
6AM row. Led by senior Steve Kwei, these guys look
forward to showing this conference what they are ca-
pable of. As well as having an excited and dedicated
Varsity team, the guys also welcomed a new group of
novice rowers to the program this year. Under the di
rection of coach Matt Pinschmidt, this promising grc
continues to work hard to learn as much as they a
about the sport so they can cream their competition this
spring. Of course, crew is not all about early mornings
and exhausting practices. The guys add some sanity to
their day by bonding over breakfast burritos in Benson
every morning.
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Above: The entire women's team poses for a photo at Black Velvet,
their season kick off banquet.
Center Above: The varsity boat flys down the race-course at the San
Diego Crew Classic.
Left: Senior shot! Jenny O'Neill, Molly Hagen, Tracy Flecky, Katie
Fahrer, Athena Aronot-Copenhagen, and Kelly Lee will definately be
missed next year. When asked to reflect upon their time as a part of
santa clara crew, Jenny replied "Crew to me means: passion, strength,
determination and.. .beer" Oh, how wise you are Jenny.
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Top Right: The old and
the young. Four senior
girls (above center) at-
tempt to recreate the
sleeping square they per-
fected their sophomore
year, while four freshmen
(above right) take a cue
from the older girls and
realize that their team-
mates make great friends
and great pillows.
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Far Above Left: The varsity boat powers up and gets ready to push through the other boats.
Above Left: "Look Ma, I'm famous!" The varsity boat is filmed on the jumbo tron at the San
Diego Crew Classic so that spectators can watch them race.
Above: Novice girls prepare to race in San Diego for the first time!
Above Center: Junior Ashley Tomberlin takes a second to relax and laugh a little during a
break.
Above Right: Varsity girls give everything they have during practice.
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Rockin tha WCCt
1 1 players were named
ALL-WCC HONORS
Coach Cameron Ra#fc wae named
COACH OF THE tEAR
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Silly Faces
Women's Soccer Team photo expresses the love and
support the players have for each other.
Heads Up
Senior captain Tiffany Roberts '07 launches the ball
high into the air as defender Courtney Lewis '09, de-
fender Danielle Potts '09, and midfielder Kelly Gid-
dings '07 watch in amazement.
Just Kickin' It
Senior captain Marian Dalmy '07 calmly directs the
ball forward.
°fward Megan Sn,
W idair- "" "° S " C °a"
i
Run. Run. Run. Steal. Kick. Aim
^oal/ This year's team has done an out-
standing job in defending our school's
reputation. The athletes strive to play
the best game possible. Their work eth-
ics are intense. They "Bend it Like Beck-
ham." ^
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he2°06Wonlen 'sSoccer team
had the best regular season we have
had in years, earning a number one seed
'"the NCAA Tournament and winning
the WCC Conference Championship
ElyseShelger
'07. Every year, the team
changes, improving along the way
The game against USF best exem-
plifies the women's soccer team's time
and effort. "We had a truly special win
over USF on Senior Day, when nine out
often seniors were on the field togeth-
er," ElyseShelger
'07
.
^ray, Julie
Ryder DEFENDERS: Danielle Ports,Marian Dalmy,
Courtney Lewis, Lauren Zealer, Lindsey Johnson, Car-
II
Schuler, Jenna Belcher, Elizabeth Moul, Casey Pleas
illary Schwarzbach, MIDFIELDERS: Brittany Klei
ayley Siegel, Kelly Giddings, Amanda Poach, Tiffany
Roberts, Chioma Igwe FORWARDS: Kiki Bosio, Tina
Estrada, Lexi Orand, Bonnie Bowman, Elyse Shelger,
Jordan Angeli, Megan Snell, Katherine Reynolds, Ken-
dall Doherty, Katie Araujo, Alyssa Chun COACHES:
Jerry Smith, Erin Chastain, Curtis McAlister, Albertin
Le.-f- M<e <^<e<e ii~
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Santa Clara Women's Cross Country was
a threat from every angle. Women from
every academic class stepped up during
the season to provide some great finishes
throughout the year including a 1st place at
the Holy Names Invitational and a 7th out
of 24 teams at the Notre Dame Invitational.
Freshman Annie Murphy-Hagan and Senior
Shannon Bell continually provided top times
throughout the season leading to a 20th
place finish at NCAA West Reeionals.
J&ss'ica S^WiMn-Pkitcppc, Adrianne Beach,
Gkannon t3<stl Ghantki Blanchard, Becky
Costigan, Alyssa Ertckson-Tlk^ri/i^n, Chilian
fitch, Alyssa daOjliani., fioelle Lopez, Blossom.
Vfiarimpietn, Danielle Vfiiller, Annie VfiiArpky-
Ha^an, yOkitneUj Porter, Adriane Pnetz,
Lauren £\A>i£\art, Veronica MazqtAez, Katie
Ydallace, Anna Ydkeatleij
Kicking Up Dust
(right) Despite the grueling heat, the Santa
Clara pack manages to stick togehter to tackle
the last hill in the WCC Championship where
the Broncos (above) placed fourth,
(below right) Freshman Annie Murphy-
Hagan represents the Broncos in the tough
WCC Championship. In her first year of
^vcpllege running Murphy-Hagan placed 7th in
the Bronco Invitational and 13th in the WCC
^-Championships.
if
lips Q>\±h\i?<z,
Chris Gumbs: Peter Gilmore really influences me because he's one
of the best american runners and he just runs because he loves it,
not becaues he's sponsored. It's amazing. Also I really just rely on
my own motivation. The thing I love about sports is the ability any
son has to improve themselves.
90% ofaran is how mentally you're into it. If you're not focused
it could go horribly wrong. The day before I try to stay as calm as
possible, get a good meal, and some rest. I listen to calming music
e The Shins and Nick Drake.
Brown... Besides SCU maroon of course!
ooza, but I haven't eaten here since las
Christen Mark Anthon Gumbs
Student
Campus 10
81-
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This years Men's Cross Country team did not
fail to impress. From their 2nd place finish at
the San Francisco Invitational, the first meet
of the year, to the 20th place finish at NCAA
Western Regionals in Fairview, Oregon. Lead
bvtwo extraordinarily powerful juniors, Chris
Cumbs and Michael Delaurenti, the Santa
Clara proved was a force to be reckoned
with. After the impressive performance
at Regionals head coach Tom Service
commented "their careers here at Santa
Clara and the contributions they have made
^ Photo Finish
(far above) After a highly competitive finish
in the WCC Championship the men's team
takes the final team picture of the season.
WZ
Omar Ahmad, YUck Arcdona, Andr&vo
Backus, Aj-3l.iAw.elJay Cad^eiL Tf\xchae{
Vdau.r&nti, Tony Dipr& Chris famari, Chris
Ciixmhs, Tfiichael Hannon, Alfi* Harkins,
Vinod Kamaih, Gtephen Koch, John
Lau.#)hlin, Vam&l Gmith, darrett Smith,
3&n Gnyder,
The Pack is Back
(above left) Junior Michael Delaurenti
trecks through the mud to get one of the
top finishes of the day. Delaurenti was
one of the major assets to the team with
consitently high results.
(left) The Santa Clara pack runs down
the final stretch of the course. Running
in pack formation was a great way for
the broncos to gain as many top spots as
possible during races.
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08/25/06 at Pacific Fresno, Calif. W, 3-o
o8/z6/o6 at Kansas State Fresno, Calif. W, 3-o
08/27/06 at Fresno State Fresno, Calif. W, 3-o
09/01/06 at Valparai&o Notre Dame, Ind. W, 3-o
09/03/06 at Notre Dame Notre Dame, Ind. W, 3-o
09/07/06 at Texas Austin, Texas L, 3-0
09/08/06 at Missouri Austin, Texas W, 3-i
09/12/06 at San Jose State San Jose, Calif . W, 3-2
09/14/06 at Stanford Stanford, Calif. L, 3-0
09/16/06 ——at UC Irvine Stanford, Calif. W, 3-o
at Georgetown Stanford, Calif. W, 3-o
09/19/06 vs. Sacramento State Santa Clara, Calif. W, 3-i
09/28/06 at Saint Mary's Moraga, Calif. L, 3-2
09/30/06 at San Francisco San Francisco, Calif. W, 3-i
10/05/06 vs. Loyola Marymount Santa Clara, Calif. L, 3-0
10/07/06 vs. Pepperdine Santa Clara, Calif. W, 3-o
10/12/06 at Gonzaga Spokane, Wash. V/,3-2
10/14/06 at Portland Portland, Ore. W, 3-o
10/21/06 at San Diego San Diego, Calif. L, 3-0
10/26/06 vs. San Francisco Santa Clara, Calif. W, 3-o
10/28/06 vs. Saint Mary's Santa Clara, Calif. W, 3-2
11/02/06 at Pepperdine Malibu, Calif. L, 3-0
11/04/06 at Loyola Marymount Los Angeles, Calif. W, 3-2
11/07/06 at UC Davis Davis, Calif. W, 3-o
11/09/06 vs. Portland Santa Clara, Calif. W, 3-o
11/11/06 vs. Gonzaga Santa Clara, Calif. W, 3-o
n/18/06 vs. San Diego Santa Clara, Calif. L, 3-0
12/02/06 vs. Missouri Stanford, Calif. L, 3-0
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Despite a season with both ups and downs, the men's team had plenty to be prou<
off back to back wins over UC Santa Cruz and number seven ranked Loyola
University the team took big steps for the program by playing off their tight team chei
and getting the job done. The team had a literally rocky start as they flew through hurricane
Ernesto to play in the Navy Labor Day Open but pulled out and finished the season strong.
But water polo is not just about fun in the sun, it takes a huge time commitment. According
to Sophomore Mike Detoy "You love it, you have to. It's twenty hours a week so if you don't
love it you'll go crazy. I love competition and I love the game, that's what puts me in the
pool". With all of the guys preparing for next season there is only one question to ask: w
should we come to water polo games? "Even though most people don't have a clue about how
to play the game its exciting and fun to watch" Detoy responds, "There are fights and blood
and everything you could ever want. All we need now is a bigger pool".
&y n
T%3^JN\ c3
ir above) Robert Callahan makes
an outstanding save, tipping the
ball just far enough to keep it safely
it of the goal.
ir left) The Men's team poses
outside the Leavey center. The
am went 4-8 in confrence non
imetn play but put up many
issive performances through-
it the season.
mping poolside,
for a huddle before
fading back in the water to con-
me plav.
(right)
Splashing
around, Jon Young tries to see past driver
Mark Soares during a practice game.
(left) Freshman Liam Farrell winds up for a
strong shot on goal. Representing Santa
Clara in the true Bronco fashion, Farrell
consistantly posed a threat with his on tar-
get shots and numerous assists throughout
the season.
r ~\
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Robert Callahan Andrevo fltc k
ChrisJones Charlie T(\oore
Jofi Yoomo TYXark melnyk
Luke Od& Daniel Goares
Liawi Farrell 3illij fyorin
Mark Soares Patrick TVoack
Kevin Starry John 3riA.no
Matt Adkr TowvwvV) Kelly
Jeff Welch Jack ydall
Chris T&rolin Pat Tracker
Mihe Detoy Tom.m.V) Hendrickson
Anderson Clen&enivm Vfilke Gor^en-fri
^ ^
u
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(far above) The Women's team attracted crowds all over in-
cluding all the way to Monteray Bay. Sunny pool side enter-
tainment made water polo games a fan favorite,
(above) At a break in the action the team catches their breath
at the wall before another period of play,
(above right) Claire Linney prepares a pass up for a shot on
goal.
(right) Breaking away from the defense Katie Radvanyi nearly
bends over backwards to get the perfect shot off.
(far right) Out of the water, the girls have fun enjoying flights
to tournaments and games across the country.
"V"
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This season the team jumped in the pool
with both feet. Holding high hopes for a very
successful season the team has broken into the
top i*) teams, sitting at 14 and gaining. According
to senior player Kellie Dunn this year's goal is
an ambitious one. "We want to win conference"
says Dunn, "This is the first year first place has
been a serious possibility and I think we can do
it". With a strong crop of freshmen adding to an
already powerful team, students can expect great
things from the team this season. For a team who's
biggest challenge this year is overcoming some of
their own mental blocks, this years Broncos have
a team chemistry which is hard to come by and
which shows every time they get in the pool. As
they continue the season, Santa Clara has high
expectations for success. Dunn comments, " We're
a team on campus that's consistently improving.
I mean, who wouldn't want to come to a water
polo game? They are fast moving and free. You
get to sit in the sun and watch great games!"
7*eAM po^Yep
Randahl Campurro
Katie Gilmartin
Kristin Barnes
Allie Lamb
Rochelle Stowe
Maria Jarrell
Emily Bonk
Kathryn Fraser
Kellie Dunn
Jenny Knutson
Meg Zimmerman
Katie Radvanyi
Kendra Betke
Andrea Evans
Mele Rehder
Elizabeth Perry
Claire Linney
Christine Miller
Kendal Hildebrand
Brianna Anderson
Kaylie Pezzulo
Kristin Olson
Amy Lamb
Katie Moore
Keely Baldwin
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That's right.. .these boys are no love shack,
Joe G><s)U?]2c3r£-ti
\\Jc3-Wok\p
Jc3k\ Mdsce^
jCeVJNi M(L<?d<3icl
£5>ol^y ]?c3<sMU<s-
Jc3y VJosicj
Ihe men and womens track has ^continued
to prooress each season since Us pransition
away from a club to a
Im ZDD5. The immense
medal training has paid otf™ m results
Santa Clara hs earned ydM IJimna
is needed, week afer weekot" competitiue
races. Back year the prooress of the team
improves their coueraoe which dads to more
competition in prestigious track meets.
Nom with this exposure there has been
an increase in the numbers of walk-ons,
'dkrs, sprinters andjumpers.
Above -.yOkile rounding tke curve of tke race tke team
ckeesr and encourages each and every competitor
3ottom Leh: Tke men's team explodes oW tke
starting line.
3ottom: Keeping d strong^tke men from Santa Clara
nek tkeir voatA fowodrd on tke competition.
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Men's basketball
Team
Santa Oafa
Gonzaga
Saint Mary's
San Francisco
SanDiego
Portland
.
'
/;
'
''
Pepperdme
Loyola Marymount
wcc
4-1
4-1
4-1
3-2
2-3
2-3
1-4
0-5
Overall
14-6
13-7
12-9
7-13
12-8
6-15
5-16
8-13
'
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^ ~ TTnirv That's what it takes for
our
Strength. Courag^^^, they practice and they
softball team what it is. as
.
exciting." Why? Well, the
Coach Rianda would
descr.be the team ^ th ve
b.ggest change the team
has^"^^0seniors and ten freshman.
!o?e from five seniors
and two freshman tow ^^ that the
there's a lot of youth
on the «»V^.5^ -watching the excrement
^•^ Coach Riandx ^^^^^"
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Team Player Names:
» £ I Rlifr lerrica Castagno,
Meghan
Emily Batt, ^yB^g
e God£y> Ashley Grove,
Chavez, Jennifer Clarke
Magg r
Kalamahai Non
Noelam Hoopn,^Angel
|*rt
0vermier
,
EBMi
Run to First Base!
Meghan Chavez '08 drops
the bat and starts running
towards first base.
r
Junior OS
Tzkrtiw: Third Base
l^&yjhr &years
E>&t
-^Lchardsom
Sara Ouzr^uilz*
Senior D~7 r AH^cto^ S°* ****** Cf
A ball throve* by *
\a»t to a ball thn>** fy
a
boy at ^D^f^
**
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V
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Keep an eye on the baseball
All bas-
es are Full: It's all up to
the batter. Here it
comes... He swings the bat swiftly
and the
ball flies up, up and away,
into the stands
The crowd bursts into cheers.
Third base runs
home Second base runs home^F.rst
base runs
home. The batter runs home.
Three runs in
and one homerun-s.mply
amazing! What a
feat! This can only be achieved
by-o*^
ball team on our very own
F,eldofDreams m
Schott Stadium. , .
In addition to a strong
season, this
year's team has been real close
Everyone gets
along and we have a blast
working hard and
having fun playing baseball.
I think early on
as a team we rlalized that
we are not a home-
run sluing team, but we are
definitely a
doubles
8
and
6
singles team that can also
incor-
porate the small game very we 1,
says Gabe
Star '08. Indeed, the baseball team has
had a successful run. Chris
Stansbury 08 says,
"Our continued success is
credited to our
superb leadership in our
coaching^
STEEEE-RIKE!
Nate Garcia '10 racks up the
K's as he throws heat to the
opposing batter.
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Focus...
Kevin Drever '07 aligns his
batting stance as he prepares
to swing for the fences while
Carl Bacon '07 awaits yet an-
other inning ending pitch.
Team P13
-^^ Rrandt RyanConan,
CabeAlcanIarX?
Bacon
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arFauiJe
Daniel DeMarco,
Kev,r D ve •
Kyle Hartz.
Matt H e
Fuerst. Nate
Garcia. Patnc
^j $ e KalUsh. Jon Kareicft.
man David
Hoffmire.John Wj*^mbard . Matt Long. Kev-
Sin°Kuehn.^^^^W^^
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Med'ca
auschnot
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It's Going Back...
BacL.BacL.
Ryan Conan '08
slams the ball to the
outfeild. #
Web Gem
With ease, Gabriel Alcantar '08
throws to first base for an out.
(above left) Junior Jenn Sun finishes a picture
perfect swing despite the less than likeable weather
conditions.
(above right) Following in the true classy style of classic
golf the girls look stylin' in their matching white Polos
and hats on a gorgeous day at the course.
(right) Every time they step on the course the girls are
in for a workout. Every game the girls walk all 18 holes
proudly sporting their Bronco bags.
(below right) In spite of the cold winds and heavy
rains the team stays positive and braves the elements^
for some great rounds of golf.
I04
(above) With a picture perfect finish, Scott
Travers hits a long ball at the invitational in
Hawaii.
(below) Blair Myers winds up for a long drive,
(above right) Even in the heat, the team still
manages to hang loose and look good in
matching polo's and kakhis. Stay classy SCU!
(far below) Garrett Logan, Jong Yoon, Jonathan
Keane, Jimmy Cacho, and Mike Miller use the
Hawaiian sun to their advantage and try to even
out that farmers tan
Golf at Santa Clara is different than nearly any
other activity on campus. While most teams
practice close to year round, both the men's
and women's golf teams begin competitions
and tournaments in early October and continue
to play through the end of May. Because the
tournaments are generally not in Santa Clara —
including invitational throughout California,
Idaho, Vancouver BC, and for the boys, Hawaii
- both teams keep online "bronco blogs" to
keep fans updated on how the season is going.
This season the teams are represented by Junior
Corey Utsurogi and Sophomore Jonathan
Keane and the blogs range everywhere from
team stats to stories from tournaments on the
road. As for the season both teams have had
consistent performances with a surprise, as the
girls most recently took first at the Stanford/
Harvard match in San Martin. The teams look
to finish out the season strong making use of
players from all classes.
AVt5^
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Club sports have gone through quite a few chal-
lenges this year. It's been difficult to get the Athletics De-
partment to fully support club sports when it has NCAA
(National Collegiate Athletics Association) sports receiv-
ing the bulk of its attention. Unfortunately, our Athlet-
ics Department is also unwilling to recognize duplicate
sports of any of its NCAA sports. On the other hand,
according to Scott Clark '07, president of the Men's Vol-
leyball team, "Another key change this year has been the
dedicated Club Sports Director and the additional fund-
ing given to our program, which have both been extreme-
ly helpful." Regardless of the challenges, it's all about the
love for the sport.
Club sports are different than intramural sports in
that they are more organized and represent SCU by play-
ing games against other Universities. Also, club sports
promote fellowship. '" think that we're a pretty tight-knit
group," says Amber Forshee '10 of her boxing team. Not
only do students join for the love of the game, but they
also join for the love of competition. Boxing, Women's
Rugby, and Men's Lacrosse are a few of the club sports
here on campus.
Where would we be without club sports? "The
great thing about being on a club sport team is the abil-
ity to have that 'team aspect' that the intramural teams
lack. We get to travel to other schools and compete at a
very high level and build a strong bond with each other.
I think club sports are great for beginners as well as
students who are used to playing varsity sports in high-
school, but do not have the time or skill level that it takes
to play a Di sport here on campus," says Megan McCa-
leb '09, the Women's Rugby president. Club sports are
definitely the middle ground for intramurals and NCAA
sports. I^L
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Sophomore swings in support of club baseball I
The women's rugby team scrum
against San Jose State's team.
£ s
The Santa Clara boxin
thei
Despite efforts toform a team,
the Athletic
D^anmZ has banned duplicate club
sports
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By Rachel Schwartz
The Santa Clara
All Will Peregrine
wants to do
isplaybasebaU-Notjustasandlot
^m^utreal^ompetmve think-
w
teU him about old Chicago
White
Sox games as bedtime
stories. To
this day, he plays
pick-up games
wlm his friends at the park
during
the summer.
Last summer, Peregrine,
a Chi-
cago resiy/it, worked in
the mar-
/Mrtment at Northwestern
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xst row: Lila Butts, Veronica Brant, Brianna Os-
etinsky, and Francesca LeBaron 2nd row: Denise
Hill, Veronica Eng, Claire Goldbach, Rachel
Gilbert, Megan McCaleb, Kaitlyn Bailey-Findley,
Louise O'Rourke, Betsy Purner, Liko Hee
V
f / \
ist row: Colin Nfedermeyer,
Brendan Harper,
"soTLnnedy, Logan Fox, Mike Hayes,
Cody
Morse *nd row: Jon Chen, Brandon
Ko*"
(Coach) Teff Young, Mark Almassy,
Matt Brubak
er, Scott Clark, Sean Flaherty,
Nick Antouelh
Jt.
the ball as his team waits in ant.ci-
pation.
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Antonopoulos Anjuna Antony Victoria Arafa
arketing Cornmunication Communication
Nicholas Arcelona
ncal Engineering
t Arnot-Copenhaver
English
Ari Ashkenazi
Accounting
Munn
ilogy
Kelsey Au Katrina Austria
Political S^ i
David Backes
Sociology
Car! Bacon
Engineering
ii i Kristi
Liberal Stuc
Gabriela Barrios
tlM,
Shannon Bell
Combined
:i Bendei
Phy
Benjamin
Ait Histo
Katherinc Berbei
All History
Alix !
Moikclint
queline Botello
Psychology
Nathan Bourque
Marketing
Jessica Bovino
Psychology
Jamie Bowcloin
Management
Ashleigh Brackett
Economics
Jason Brackett
Music
Christine Brady
Political Science
Rachel Brady
Art History
Ragbir Braich
Accounting
cole Brand-Cousy
Anthropology
Darren Brazil
Communication
Traci Brinkman
Biology
Scott Brittain
Marketing
Ashley Brothers
Political Science
4tM
Catherine Brown
Accounting
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Linda Chen
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Management
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Wai-Shan Cheng
Accounting
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Combined Sciences
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Political Science
Taylor Culver
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Political Science
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Communication
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Marketing
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Political Science
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Accounting
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Finance
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English
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Sociology
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Thomas DuRoss
Philosophy
Michael Duyn
Communication
Stephanie Edwards
Religious Studies
Eric Eklund
Electrical Engineering
Mark Elfving
Finance
Fidencio Enriquez
Spanish
David Erb
Finance
Allegra Eslick
Communication
Wilfrengerard Esposo
Biology
Christian Estonilo
Electrical Engineering
Yuridia Estrada
Finance
Jennifer Euler
Marketing
Andrea Evans
Marketing
Omid Faghiri
Combined Sciences
Meghan Fane
English
Falon Fatemi
Finance
Lauren Feeney
Biology
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Stacey Ince
Finance
Sarah Janjua
Economics
Paul Jaworski
Finance
Kristen Jaber
Communication
Mary Rose Jensen
Studio Art
Taylor Jahn
Finance
Jonathan Joe
Computer Engineering
Mercedes Jalaan
Marketing
Scott Johns
Civil Engineering
John Jameson
Chemistry
Christine Johnson
Psychology
Jessica Johnson
Psychology
Hyukmin Joo
Mechanical Engineering
Andrea Justo
Political Science
Angela Kabanuck
Accounting
Joseph Kaempf
Political Science
Seena Kallingal
Finance
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Scott Klausner
English
Thomas Knowles
Economics
Zdravko Kolev
Finance
Chen-Hui Koo
Accounting
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Caitlin Korn
Communication
Sarah Korte
French
Leon Le
Accounting
Phi Le
English
Quyen Le
Management
Stephanie Le
English
Tai Le
Finance
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Kevin Leary
Finance
Kelly Leathers
Accounting
Trisha Leconte
Computer Engineering
Michael Ledesma
Marketing
Kelly Lee
Marketing
Mary Pat Lee
English
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Edgar Legarreta
Accounting
Mark Litchman
Economics
Malorie Little
Marketing
Anastasiya Litvinova
Finance
Neha Lodha
Marketing
Ashley Long
Management
Marisol Lopez
Communication
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Christina Lynch
History
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Religious Studies Political Science Mechanical Engineering
Samanthn a Maciel
Accounting

Amy McGrath
Spanish
Kristen McKee
Communication
Aaron McKenna
Communication
Kevin McNamara
Finance
Tara McNulty
Marketing
Joseph Melo
Combined Sciences
Nicole Mendez
Communication
iristina Mendo
Biology
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Business Spanish Marketing
lichael Moriarty
Communication
Edgar Morse
Marketing
Kristen Morse
Psychology
Meisam Movassat
Chemistry
Dillon Mowbray
Accounting
Jason Mueller
Marketing
Atria Namvar
Accounting
Michael Mueller
Management
Emily Nauman
Political Science
Jessica Muh
Accounting
Brian Nelson
Physics
atricia Murakami
Political Science
Jennifer Murphy
Finance
Cynthia Naccarato
Accounting
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Peter Panacy
History
Christian Paquet
Biology
Melody Park
Marketing
Morgan Parker
Communication
Elena Pavlova
Accounting Civil Engineering
Annemarie Pelton
Biology
Shannon Penick
Psychology
Edgar Perez
Electrical Engineering
Joel Pe..
Marketing History
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Christopher Proctor
Finance
Ryan Purely
Management
Chandra Purnama
Finance
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Communication
Benjamin Ragan-Kelley
Environmental Studies
Andrea Ragni
Communication
Sarah Rahman
English
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Political Science
Megan Raimondi
Psychology
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Nicole Vanderboof
Communication
Christina Varrinetti
Political Science
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Environmental Sciences
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Sociology
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Nicholas Willis
Management
Elyssa Wilpon
Finance
Caroline Wilson
Anthropology
Christopher Witanowski
Psychology
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Marketing
Erin Wood
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Mechanical Engineering
Ryan Wood
Civil Engineering
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Marketing
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Pierce Acuff
Lealynn Adachi
James Agius
Janelle Agius
Yasmin Ahmed
Brian Albright
Gabriel Alcantar
Carissa Alcantar
Monica Aldama
Yamrot Alemu
Danielle Alexander
Alisha Allen
Stephanie Allieu
Ashley Allison
Frank Altamura
Arturo Alvarez Ramirez
Jose Alvarez
Osvaldo Amezcua
Stan David Amoyen
Brian Anderson
Christine Andry
Brody Angtey
Emmanuel Apartcio
Korina Aviles
Ryan Ayaide
Priya Babbar
Jillian Babbel
Skeerit Bains
Ashley Baker
Samuel Baker
Anna Baldasty
Mary Banchero
Carla Banson
Obdulia Banuelos-Esparza
Colette Barnes
Joseph Barrack
Carlos Barrera
Kelsey Beach
Bonnijill Beer
Patrick Befort
Aaron Beltings
Jason Bender
Talia Bender
Michael Benjamin
Erin Berkenmeier
Kendra Betke
James Bickford
Brannan Biffar
JHI Blake
Caitlin Bliss
Gwendolyn Boggess
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Donald Bordelove
Adam Boriotti
Joshua Bourne
Eugenio Bowers
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Paolo Braccini
Brittany Bramell
David Braverman
Ryan Bravo
John Bronte
Stephanie Brooks
Laura Brown
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Bonnie Burgart
John Burke
Jylynne Burnetts
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Giacomina Buselli
Christina Butera
Kristi Cabot
William Cahifl
Aian Calderon
\
Gregory Callaghan :
Francesca Calvo
Joseph Camacho
Jannee Campero
Kenneth Campos
Michael Cannfzzaro
:: Sara Capule
Randahf Capiirro-Reeve
Christopher Cardenas
Marisela Carddna;:
Mallory Carlson
Ryan Garten
:
: Peter Carolan
Vanessa Carrasco
Russell Case
Laura Castaneda-Castro
Steffany Castro
Stephen Catalya
Jacob Cesena
Lindsay Chadwell
David Chalison
Diana Chamorro
- :Lilee
Yat Kwari
Chan
Chan
Erina Chao
: Jeffrey Chao
Ammone Chapackdee
Meghan Chavez
; Wai Ying Chee
Ariah Chehrehsa
Haiping Chen
; ;: Benjamin Cherry;
Meagan Cheung
Harmony Chiu
Raymond Chiu
Thomas Cho
Annabel Chombo
Rosie Chow
Bryan Clark
Anderson Clendeninn
Sarah Clise
Amy Cdad
Jessica Coblentz
Paola Cojuangco
Brent Colasurdo
Lauren Collopy
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Sarah Cook
Caitlin Corley
Lauren Courtney
Heather Cowan
Laura Cowan
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Suzanne Cownie
Daniel Crawford
Joan Cristobal
Amanda Crnkovich
Lauren Crooks
Natalie Cummins
Michael Dachs
Andrea Daley
Sharlene Dalkjcon
Stacey Dallosta
Marian Dalmy
Daniel Daugherty
Steven Dauner
Aurelia De La Rosa Aceves
Kenneth DeAlba
Jessica DeBolt
Nikofe DeJesus
Jenna Del Valle
Maria- DeLourdes Cervantes
Daniel DeMarco
Thomas DeNatate
Jennifer Depew
Justin Depositar
Jennifer Derleth
-.
Ryann Derrama
MichaelDetoy
Stephanie Dewald
Crystal Diaz
Vanessa DiCarlo
Cynthia Dick
Alexa DiiuHo
John Dillon
Christopher Direito
Ngoc-Uyen Do
Jenifer Doan
Amy Dodd
Kendall Doherty
Sara Doi
Matthew Dollar
RyanDonough
Meghan Doocy
Joseph Doss-Antoun
Emily Drake
James Driscoll
Malley Driscoll-Luttringer
Brian Droccd
Erika Duenas
Ashley Dunbar
Lindsey Dunn
Julius Duthoy
Michael Early
Ashton Easterday
Janelle Eaton
Elena Ebrahimian
Hilary Edwards
Julia-ErservMeyers
Erica Eng "^ —^'
Andrew Engel
Julie Erickson
federico Escaler
Anna Eschenburg
Katherine Eschman
Lowell Esposo
Juan Esquivel
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Ricardo Estrada
Tarryn Fairlie
Marianne Fargas
Alexandra Farros-Hoeppner
Laurel Fedder
Ericka Fernquist
Janet Ferree
Anthony Ferreira
Craig Filipponi
Catherine Flnigan
Andrew Fitch
Garrett Fitzgerald
Margaret Fitzgerald
Robert Fitzgerald
Kelly Flanagan
; Kendal Flatley
Charles Flexman
Vanessa Flores
Megan Folse
Eduardo Fonseca
:
Alberto Fonts
Hilaire Fouts
Amanda Fowler
Adam Fox
Jason Fox
Rachel Franco
Krista Frankovic
Amy Freier
Caroline Freytag
.
Julie Fultz
Christian Gagel
Mandela Gardner
Allison Garvey
. Kimberly Gaynor
Jordan Gebhardt
Sarah Gehrki
Isaac George
Andrew Georgette
Panielle;Giacchettt
ii Gregory Ginotti
Zackary. Qrgis :
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Taylor Glass
David Godinez
Gabriel Godwin
Elizabeth; Gomez
Gustavo Gomez
Natalie Gomez
:. Colveft Gonzales
Rosalina Gonzalez
Carissa Gores
. Eric Gotthetf
Daniel Gouw
TaylorGraham
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Patrick Grogan
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Laura Guth ridge
Nicholas Guttadauro
Brent Haase
Rose Hacking
Jesse Hailey
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Alexandra Hallett
Alicia Halloran
Stephanie Han
James Hanold
J. Hanson
Ryan Harami
Scott Harding
Curran Hart
Christine Hartsock
Anna Harworth
Diogo Hausen
Raymond Heifman
Travis Heim
Lauren Hendricks
Nora Hendrickson
Mitchell Henke
Aftan Hernandez
Katherine Hernandez
Yesenia Herrera :
Kai Hess
Kristin Hickey
Nao Hiraoka
Steve Hisey
Christopher Ho
Bailey Hoffman
Krtstofer Hofstra
Ruben Holgado
Kevin Holleran
Michelle Horn
Shawn Hoose
Genevieve HorviHeur-
Heather How
Patricia Hua:
Kuan-Lin Huang
Ting-Na Huang
Kimberly Hughes
Brianna Hussey
Laura Huston
Quoc Huynh
Calvin Hwung
Anna Hygelund:
Bradley lino
Ana Iten
Christopher Iwamura
Anirudha Jadhav
Taylor Jahn
Richard Jao
Lisa Jarvis
Stefan Jarvis
Kerry Jaureguf
Mary Jensen
Kyle Jessen I
Jacob Jessick
Jason John
Melissa Johnson
MaxwelWorlnsQn
Nicole Jones
Jayce Kaiser
Mfchaet Kaiser
Mara Kaizawa-Miyata
Ricky Kaneshiro
Bikramjiv Kang
Michele Karg
Efthimios Karras
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Krishna Kary
Derek Kato
Renee Kawar
. Peter Keating
Brian Kecfc
Erica Kenworthy
Marcel Knorsand
ScOttKirk
Monica Kirst
Whitney Knott
Claire Kollerer
Ashley Krotje
;
Rithika Kumar
Stephanie Kurtz
Casey Kute
Anita Lai
Emily Lai
Raymond Lam
Rebekah Lam
Louis Lane
Matthew Lanham
Troy Larson
: Ronald Lau
Kaitlyn Lavaroni
Anthony Le
Leon Le
Thuong Le
Kareen Leavens
Alanna Lee
- Matthew Lee
Joanne Lee Tantoco
Ashley tester
Evans Leung
Woah Levtne
Jonathan Lewis
Meiyi Li
KeLi
Amanda Lieu
Jeremy Lim
Tera Linsley
Rachel Linfott
Laura Lising
:: Lorraina Liss
Oscar Lopez
Evelyn Loughran
Craig Louie
Kyle Loving-Roberts
Jennifer Low
Amanda Lowrey
Renee Lucas
. Maryann Lueihi
Gregory Luckey
Alana Lucyshyn
Jill Ludwjg-Montoya
Veronica Lugo_Perez
Patricia Lungapo^
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Darlene Macanan
Sweet Faith Macapinlac
Christine Macasieb
Mayra Magana
Courtney Magner
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Page Mahan
Laura Maitoza
Jeffrey Mallari
Christina Malley
Scott Mangels
Caroline Manning
Zachary Mariscal
Zefram Marks
Amanda Martin
Raul Martinez
Christine Masterman
Adrian Mata
Reya Mathew
Mark Mattson
Okechukwu Mbanugo
Marjorie McAteer
Caitlin McCarthy
Hannah McCarthy
Jonathan McDonald
Michael McKinlay
Evarv McLaughlin
Julia Mel lift
Lisete Melo
Teodolinda Mendoza
Farhad Merchant
Stephanie Metzger
Jessica Meyer
Tara Meyer
Neeraj Miglani
Shane Minnis
Flavia Miracle
Lauren Mizrahi
Eli Mohaghegh-Yazdi
Milad Mohammadnejad
Chantei Molatore;
Kasey Monteith
Scott Montgomery
Christopher Moody
Matthew Moore
;
Michael Moore
Melissa Mora
Caitlin Moran
Shon Morishige
Jeanette Moritz
Irina Movshovich
Brian Murphy
Morgan Murphy
Sheila Murphy
Bie Mwengela
Blair Myers
David Nagele
Melissa Nakano
Marisa Nakasone
Scott Naylor
Jenisa Nazzaro
JennptferTJelson
Sarah Neuhoff
Alea Newmai
Jeremy Ngo
Anh Tu Nguyen
Minh Nguyen
Ngoc-Tuan Nguyen
Thuyen Nguyen
Jaipal Nijjar
Benjamin Nimmoris
Nicholas Nishiura
David Njuguna
Gabriel Nojadera
Kiely Nose
Natalie Nowak
Jody Nugent
;
: KyleObot
KeUy O'Brien
LauraiO'Brien
.
.
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KenjiOhkawa
: Kendra Qkppso
: KettiOkubo
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Jordan Pajurnbp
Chanita Panchasarp
Priya Pandya
Caroline Park
Sarah Park
Angelique Parsons
Rachef Pasquinelli
; Robert Patel
•"" Ben Patriacca
Kathleen Peabody
: Briana Pelton
Shannon Peniek
Christian Perez ViHatobos
Adrian Perez
"Alexandra Perez
'li Michael Perez
Elizabettv Perry
Justin Peverini
KayiiePezzuto
:; Robert Phitbrook
Margaret Pierotti
William PJuto
Danielle Polk
Domenico PontreJH
Kendrfck Robn
Stuart Poutter
Kathleen Powers
- Brett Propersi
Adriane Puetz
Theodora Pugh
Ryan Purdy
Monica Quinonez :
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Diane Ratto
Michael Rauschnot
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Chervine Razmazma
Kristina R^asner
James Reavis
Benedict Recktenwald
Christina Regala
Christine Reinhardt
Julian Reyes
Maria Reyes
Marcella Reynolds
Hayley Rife
Maeve Rifey
Briana Rimicd
Natasha Rivadeneyra
Emily Roberts
Jamil Roberts
Rochefle Rock
Marcela Rodriguez
Natalia Rodriguez
Ryan Romarichuk
Lauren Roon
Melissa Rose
Rebecca Ross
Michael Rosshirt
Lauren Rossi
Zachary Rubenson
Daniel Ruffoni
Jordan Ruiz
Kristine Rullamas
KristineRunge
David Runger
Christopher. Rush
Lauren Russi
Joseph Ryan
Mitchell Ryan
Lauren Saginaw ;
Matthew Saldivar
Maria Sanchez
CrtstihaSanidad
Leslie Santikian
Evan Sarkisian
Anahita Sarvian
Liam Satre-Meloy
Steven Schiro
Katheryn Schlereth
Ava Schlossmacher
Peter Schmidt
Ryan Schrader
Stephanie Schutt
Cassandra Schwartz
Emily Schwartz
Richard Scott
Katherine Scribner
James Searies
Alexander Seber
Michele Serikaku
Tyler SeveTsbn
Sara Shanley ~^-~-
Prachi Sharma
Efizabeth-Shaw
Kellen Shaw
David Sherman
Augusta Shifflett
Kevin Shih
James Shoven
HHI
Rohit Shrawagi
:
Joshua Shumsky
Brian Shi urnway
Marcus Siegel
Andrew Simms
Sarah Smialowicz
Adam Smith
Shelby Smith
Meagan Snell
KimberlySo
Monica Soares
Ronak Soiiemannjad-
Olivia Sorell
; MicheteSoult
Daniel 1 Stadulis
Judith Stark-Modlin
Kevin Stasurr:
Mikhail Stesin:
Christopher Stewart7
Paige Stirling
Shawn Stocker
Stacey Stoddard
Gina Stonhaus
Brittany Storey
Karen Stringer
Benjamin Strobel
Michael Strockis
Haig Sujohn
Jennifer Sun
Stephen Sutherland
:Scott Sweeney
Amy Swoboda
M Szabatura
DarrSzajngarten
Marygm Taghizad
James Tait
Janice Tak
Korbphon Tamavtmoke
Andrea Tan
Kristen Tanaka
Beverly Tang
~
:
Eric Tang
Eleanor Tannis
MarcTanunlibng
Stephanie Tarolli
Cristina Tazza
;
Aaron Tennis :
SeartTexeira
Frances Thieriot
Julia Thomas ;
Kaitlin Thompson
Maureen Tierney
Gerald Steven Tiu
Wai Yah To
Ashley Tomberlin
Ashley Tofnich^
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Christine Tran
lily Tran
Thanh Tran
Hailey Trefethen
Rene Trujillo
Lynette Tschabold
John Tutly
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Patrick Tynan
Melissa Uhl
Corey Utsurogi
Christina Vaccaretio .
Amber Valdivia
Adrian Valente
Nicole Van Groningen
Christopher vanBrenk
Victor Vazquez
Gene Velasquez
Lauren Verrilli
Carlina Villalanti
Carla Villarreal Montes
Matthew von Boecklin
Tracey Walker
Christopher Wang
Jessica Watt
Kristian Weeks
Kelly Weirs
Yuqin Wen
Lindsay Wenger
Jessica Whalen
Taylor Whelan
Vincent Whelan
Asher Williams
Jennifer Wiser
Kaitlyn Wisman
Candace Witten
Stephanie Woitte
AidaWoldu
Cornelius Wong
Curtis Wong
Kevin Wong:
MichaerWong
Seale Wong
Warren Wong
Austin Woody
Daniel Wozniak
Susan Wu
\
AisBnn Wyatt
:
Masayo Yamada
Ke|lf Yamaguchi
Jesus Yanez
Allen Yeung
Joseph Yip
Jennifer Young
Matthew Young
Stephanie Yuan
Mary Zabriskie
.
: Joseph Zanfini
Kathteen Zazenski
Ashfey Zeal :
Kailey Zelek
:
Susie Zheng
AriZlotoff
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Andrew Aberg
Juan Aboitiz
Sofia Aboitiz
Anthony Aboumrad
Colin Abraham
Mary Acosta
William Adams
Chandni Adiani
Matthew Adler
Weynab Admassu
Victoria Agajanyan
Misty Alessi
Richard Alexander
Shiraz Ali
Ingrid Alonso
Kristina Alvarez
Regino Alvarez
Angelica Ampil
Erin Anderson
Jenelle Anderson
Claudia Andrade
Julie Angelo
Anne-Reed Angino
Asia Aquino
Stephen Archer
Christopher Arkley
Sophie Asmar
Scott Asplund
Lauren Austin
Cory Avery
Alysse Aviies
Laura Ayala
Nathaniel Ayala
Jonathan Azoff
Jennifer Babaie
Jaclyn Bacci
Lauren Backes
Trefor Bacon
Maurvi Badshah
Rachel Badua
Kyle Baeder
Mara Baer
Akshay Baid
Kaitlyn Bailey-Findley
Whitney Baird
Katrina Bakamus
Kristen Baker
Gina Baiestrieri
Mariana Barba
Jessica Barganski
Rachel Barna
Sara Barrantes
Ashley Barrett
Alison Bartosik
Nicholas Bass
Ashiey-Batzi^
Austin Baumgarten
Farah Bayan
John Beadle
Jordan Becerril
Anthony Bedotto
Margaret Beidelman
Kelly Benson
Dena Berkson
\y*>
Monica Bernstein
Anjalee Bhatnagar
Christian Binder
Alexandra Bisio
Lauren Biyiasas
Jeremy BJack
Caroline Blanchard
E|ise Blanton-Hubbard
Katrina Blanton-Hubbard
Thomas Blozis
Alex Blumberg-Long
Cameron Boehmer
Maximilian Boettcher
Julia Bontno
Ashley Borchardt
Maria Boria
Erin Boten
Brian Bradley
Kyle Brady
Veronica Brant
Nicholas Brateher
Kimberly Braun
Lindsay Braun
Rachel Breen
Joseph Brennan
Kimberly Bringas
Daniel Brooks
Derek Brown
Mary Brown
Michael Brown
Rachael Brown
Matthew Brubaker
Morgan Brunei
John Bryant
Kevin Buchanan
Jason Buenrostro
Elizabeth Bulanti
Christopher Bull
James Burford
Melissa Busmire
Alison Bussett
Lauren Busto
Sarah Butler
Ashley Butts
Liam Byrne
Gabriel la Caceres
Jay Cadwell
Marc Campisi
Scott Carbaugh
Connor Carey
Kevin Carey
Jillian Carleton
Tobias Carothers
Janelle Carpenter
April Carrasco
Elizabeth Carter
Kevin Carter
Sami Carter-Oberstone
Meggan Casas"
KelfyCashion
Tanya Castellon
Ruth Caswell
Stacy Cavanagh
Asnley Ceaser
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Paul Cecconi
Mikalina Celani
Marina Chakmakjian
Adam Chan
Margaux Chan
Karen Chapski
Kathryn Chargin
Ashley Charlton
Justin Charlton
Alexander Chartz
Marta Chaskelmann
Madeline Cheng
Michael Cheng
Yu Chi Woo
Krishna Chiapella
Stephanie Chin
Lillian Ching
Ronald Choi
Thomas Chouinard
Robert Christie
Brittany Clark
Jason Clark
Mary Clark
Nichole Clark
Tara Clark
Erin Cleveland
Aaron Ciubb
Kimberly Coates
Lindsey Cochran
Ryan Cole
Amanda Collins
Brian Conley
Andrew Conner
Madeline Conner
Rachel Coolidge
Riley Coon
Darlene Coronado
Sean Corpuz
Kristin Cowan
Christina Coyle
Erin Crager
Jordan Crary
Jennifer Creel
Amy Crockford
Marc Crosetti
Ana Cunanan
Brenden Cutter
Angela Dakis
Briana Daley
Lindsay Damrow
Domineek Daniel
William Danse
Kimberly Davidson
Christopher Daviess
Adriana Davila
AndrewJJavis
Bryan Davis
Derrick Davis
Lindsey Davis
Peter Davis-Allen
Myra Davoudi
Haley Deakers
Darla DeCair
Katharine Deeny
1^
Alison Deknis
Michael Del Grosso
Maya Delacroix
Colin Delehanty
Jessica deLeon
Jose Delgado
Geoffrey Demander
Umang Desai
Joseph DeTeso
James Devereaux
Christine Dhiman
Danielle Diaz
Natalie Diaz
Christopher Dick
Rebecca Dieschbourg
Jeana Dill
Gina Dirado
Meagan Diss
Kami Dixon
Jana Doi
Bryan Donaldson
Alexander Donalson
Kelly Donohoe
Kelly Dorian
Scott Dow
Colin Dowling
Noah Downes
Alia Dudum
Alexandra Dunne
: -Chad Dupic
: Michael Dupuis
George Durando
Jerel Dutton
Katie Dwaileebe
Frances Dyvyer
Christina Eavis
Amanda Eccles;
Marco Echandi
: Eric Edem
Conrad Egusa
Bethany Elias
Erin.Emerson
Veronica Eng
Elizabeth Engellenner
_.
GaelenEngler
Michael Enright
Daniel Erlinger
Deniss Escorcia
Sepideh Esmaili
Rocio Espinoza
Maxine Ann Evangelista
Joseph Evans
Kaitlyn Evans
Jadie Fanganefto
Lizette Faraii
Devin Farnswortn
Emily Farren
Marianne Feinleib
Katherine-FieT
""
-^Ashley Fini
Ryan Finn
Rachel Fino
John Fisher
Katherine Fitzgerald
class
Jill Fitzsimmons
Kathleen Flach
Sarah Fleming
Joaquina Flores-Fernandez
Davis Fogerty
Marissa Ford
Michael Ford
John Fountain
Kathleen Foy
Victoria Fraser
Ross French
Alexander Friedman
Matthew Friese
Michael Friesen
Megan Fryman
Marie Fuchslin
Brent Fujimoto
Elise Fujimoto
Paige Fujiu
Luke Fuller
Christopher Gadek
Ashleigh Gage
Richel Galila
Kathryn Gallagher
Anthony Galvan
Michelle Gamlen
Kendra Garcia
Sara Garcia
Ashley-Katherine Gardner
Katelyn Gau
Rachel Gaudoin
Lindsay Geier
Mary Georgevich
Samantha Georgino
Alastair Gesmundo
Christina Ghebrial
Elena Gheorghe
Lauren Gibbs
Jeanne Giguiere
Kathryn Gitmartin
Diana Gil-Ochoa
Nicole Giusti
Kelly Gleitsmann .
Samantha Go
Jennifer Gochoco
Janna Goebel
Jason Goetsch
Claire Goins
Claire Goldbach
Matthew Goldberg
Ashlee Gomes
Sarah Gonzales
Timothy Gonzales
Nicholas Gonzalez
Jennifer Gore
Lola Gotlin
W'illa Gotlin
Julie Graber
Hayley Graf
Sarah Graham
Samuel Grant
Samantha Greene
Samantha Greenlee
Caitlin Greenwood
\y-j
Talin Gregorian
Ryan Griffiths
Rebecca Gurule
Erick Gustafson
Gerard Haeringer
Patrick Haggerty
Chris Haley
Stephen Hamakawa
Tammara Hanna-Anansi
Elyse Hansen
Karlie Harada
Conor Harding
David Harding
Robert Harding
Peter Hargarten
Drexel Harris
Christina Harris
Allyson Harrison
Gandace Harter
Hana Hashmi
Elizabeth Hayman
Jennifer Heap
Rebecca Heath
Breanne Hee
Tucker Heiner
James Heintz
Kelly Helfrich
Elspeth Heliermann
Marissa Henderson
Michael Hertford
Aristeo Hernandez
Giovanny Hernandez
Salvador Hernandez
Stephanie Herrmann
Erik Hesla
Christilei Hessler
Scott Hickey
Erika Hight
Kendal Hildebrand
Denise Hill
Lisa Hill
Woodson Hobbs
Brittany Hodill
Crystalyn Hoffman
Michael Hofman
Molly Hofsommer
Christopher Holmes
Anton Hooker
Annemiek Hopmans
Steve Horvath
Peter Hoseit
Jared Houck
Megan Huff
Caroline Hughes
Eric Hui
Catherine Hurley
Jackie Huynh
Jon Hyatt-
L::
^\Justiri Hyde
Chlorna Igwe
Samantha Imada
Megan Incorvaia
Andrea Irland
Sean Irwin
^1 lT\
class
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Kyle Iwamoto
Jennifer Jaber
Evelyn Jacobo-Vega
Justin Jarrell
Brian Jenkins
Sukhbir Johal
Matthew Johns
Brian Johnson
Bridget Johnson
Calvin Johnson
Dylan Johnson
Lauren Johnson
Michael Johnson
Michelle Johnson
Thomas Johnson
Colby Johnstone
Cory Jones
Matthew Jones
Maria Juverrti
Michelle Kaiser
Noriko Kamada
Vinod Kamath
Sasha Kanick
Jaktip Kanokkul
Shweta Kapoor
Garrett Kaprielian
Merve Karabulut
Joseph Karp
Amy Kaskowitz
Adrienne Katz
Tiffany Kaya
Anthony Kazama
Jonathan Keane
Andrew Kellen
Matthew Keller
Margaret Kennedy
Thomas Kennedy
Brian Kernan
Shayan Khales
Alicia Khaw
John Kidde
Colleen Kilroy
Shem Kim
Lindsay Kimpel
Leslie Ktncaid
Lisa Kinslow
Raiha Kitt
Colleen Kleier
Daniella Klopocki
Alexander Kneefel
Katelin Knox
Megan Kobilka
Joseph Koch
Rachel Koch
Karli Kodama
Kristea.1
Alyssa Kojima
Jessica Kokes-Bright
Kimberlee Konwinski
James Kopas
Susan Kotowski
Robert Kozak
Brian Kozel
Andrew Kracht
\y*\
Nicholas Krieger
Carolyn Krol
Katie Kubo
Audrey-Marie Kumasaka
Shannon Kwok
Elisse La Barre
Hannah Laetz
Ryan Lafferty
Joshua Lagod
Amy Laha
Lisa Lahman
Michelle Lai
Natalie Lamar
Amelia Lamb
Jessica Lamson
Marta Langland
Jacob LaPinta
Michelle LaRocca
Stephanie Larson
William Larson
Christina LaSalvia
Alexander Lasnik
Marcale Laster-Jones
Alberto Lata
Jennifer Latimer
Kelsey Lawrence
Meredith Lawrence
Nathan Lawrence
..:. Nancy Le
Christopher Leatham
Betsy Leaverton
Eric Ledesma
Allison Lee
Eric Lee
Sheri Lee
Dustin Lei
Thomas Joseph Leisfng
Allison Lengel
Andrew Lennig
Mark. Lennon
Ryan Lentz
Megan Leonard
Tyler Leone
Jertna Leong
Nicholas Leong
Alexandra Lewis
-.' Martin Lewis
Mary Lewis
Brianna Lewke
Jingsi Li
Cassandra Licker
Mandy Liebscher
Geraldine Linarte
Nina Linebarger
Claire Linney
Jessica Liu
Thomas Lloyd-Davies
Pete^tcr
AsTrtevioetscher
Garrett Logan
Jessica Long
Phillip Longbrake
Jessica Lopez
Noelle Lopez
170
class
Janene Lopez-Fairfield
Marisol Lopez-Harris
Wesley Lord
Robert Lorenzen
Joshua Lu
Mary Lucas
Natalie Lucia
Robin Lund
Heather Lynch
Aaron Madden
Alfred Magallanes
Patrick Maginot
Kelsey Maher
Amanda Major
Sara Majors
Caitlin Mallory
Jennifer Malone .
Rachel Manfre
Tracey Mangin
Katie Mara
Nicholas Marchewka
Luz Maria Vigil
Julia Marino
Adam Mariucci
Brittany Markert
Matthew Marquess
Tomas Marquez
Alex Martin
James Martinez
Sergio Martinez
Valeria Martinez
Bradley Marweg
Matthew Masaki
Zachary Maslin
Jar Master
Katherine Mathes
Cara Matsukane
Michelle Mattson
Erica Mawbey-Lance
Heather Mazzei
Erica McAfee
Connor McBride
Kathleen McBride
Channirig McCabe
Megan McCaleb
Amy McCarthy
James McCauley
Kelli McCormick
Megan McCormick
Summer McCormick
Daniel McCoy
Kelley McCoy
Meagan McCoy
Michael McCray
Allen McDermott
, Joseph-McDerinell
John McDonough
Patrick McFarlane
Molly McGonigle
Morgan McGovern
Mariesa McHenry
Ted Mcintosh
Kaitlin McKee
Francesca McKenzie
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Emily McLaughlin
Katherine McLaughlin
Mary McLoughlin
Tara Mehdipour
Kathryn Mena
Carlos Merida
Ashley Merrill
Sarah Merry
Daniel Merwin
Annika Meyer
Stephanie Meyer
Shelly Meze
Jonathan Midolo
Danielle Miller
James Miller
Michael Miller
Katherine Mirto
Derek Miw
Jade Miyakusu
Donald Moe
Erika Moen
Meghan Mooney
Catherine Moore
Jill Moore
Caroline Mooser
Alicia Mooty
Kira Morgan
Megumi Mori
Hillary Morimoto
Nina Morris
Caroline Morrissey
Bailey Morrow
Debra Mortensen
Christopher Moss
-. Cherie Motobu
: Jennifer Moyano
Kristen Mraz
Adam Munguia
Morgert Munoz
Conor Murnane
Christine Murphy
Sean Murphy
Michelle Musgrove
Katharine Myers
Rebecca Nagele
Emma Nagengast
Alexander Napier
Elise Neudeck
Dustin Ngo
Cecile Nguyen
Peter Nguyen
Tin Nguyen
VyVy Nguyen
Teresa Nielsen
Katlyn Nielson
Richard Nieva
Robert Nishimoto
Grace Nixon
" DaftietaJMoiasco
Diana Northness
Michelle Novak
Angela Nunez
Christian Nysaether
Leanne Obeso
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Nicholas Obradovich
Ashley Ocampo
Kevin O'Connor
Laurie Oda
Kelly O'Donnell
Mary O'Hara
Lauren Okada
Alexandra O'Leary
Blythe Olson
Quinn Olson
Anne Omata
Ryan Ono
David Oransky
Kathleen O'Reilly
Marisa Ornelas
Griselda Orozco
Colleen Ottinger
Shawn Owens
Julianne Padgett
Jared Padovani
Kevin Pagano
Amanda Painter
Nancy Palacios
Brittany Palumbo
Prabhjot Parhar
Roshni Parikh
Brendan Parker
Nathaniel Parnell
Christopher Parolin
Eamonn Pascal
Laura Pasek
Amit Patel
Michael Patton
Jonas Pauliukonis
Matthew Pearlman
Zachary Peck
Jonathan" Pedersbri
Eric Pelfrey
Dorothy Perdiguerra
Silvia Perezalonso
Natalie Perkal
Tyler Perry
Michelle Pesce
Matthew Reterson
Ryan Peterson
Viktor Petersson
Julie Pham
Lee Pham
Maidung Pham
Jenna Pimentel
Amanda Pinzon
Kyle Pistor
Braden Pivirotto
Lucia Polak
Whitney Porter
Kather+Re-Pewell
Katherine Powers"
Robert Pratt
Moriah Prescott
Martin Pudjiadi
Victoria Puliz
Timothy Quan
Thanh Quang
Juan Ramirez
17?
Kelvin Ramirez
Michael Ramirez
Rafael Ramirez
Maria Ramos
Matthew Rankin
Kathryn Ranney
Samantha Rauer
Katerina Rawls
Mark Rawls
Lesli Redenbaugh
Shannon Reed
Tanja Reed
Tiana Reed
Brian Reeves
Frandne Reid
Joseph Republicano
Tyler Rey
John Michael Reyes
Karen Reyes
Elizabeth Reynolds
Thomas Rezzo
Alicia Rice
Brett Riese
Patrick Riley
Jacob Rios
Micaela Rios
Pablo Rios
Jamie Robinson
Jonna Robinson
Kathryn Robinson
Amanda Rodriguez
Amanda Rojas
Carina Romo
Patrick Romo
Matthew.Roon
Susannah Rooney
Timothy Ross
Anne Rovzar
EricRowe
Allison Rubin
Ross Ruecker
Adriana Ruelas
Kevin Rui
Kevin Rule
Scott Russell
Michael Ryan
Paul Saba
Jeremy Saline
George Sanchez
Monique Sandoval
Ella Sanman
Marcus Santangelo
Elizabeth Santos
Gabriel Sattayapiwat
Andrew Scanlan
Salena Schapp
Lindsey Scherer
Sean Scbtff-
- Brand.Schtesinger
Andrew Schmitz
Kristin Schmitz
Erin Schneider
Addison Schroeder
Emily Schumacher
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Peter Schumacher
r^^ Claire Schwabf - -il Nick Schwanz
-
^5 Stephen Scordelis
M. M Hunter Scrivner\ 4 Jeffrey SeagoM^ *v Sara Seghezzom l Jessica Sekovski
Juiianne Seubert
P Nicole SewellYasameen Sharif]Hermione Sharp
J^>
Chandra Shih
Eric Shono
Jennifer Shu
^i Florian Sighe
-g|^ Joseph Signorelli
Kayla Silva
^ ^ Stephanie Silveira
? .7 ^ 1 Brett Silverman
Scott Simkin
David Simons
Daniel Skavdal
1
Joseph Skerbec
Jessica Slater
Adam Smith
Andrew Smith
Ashlyn Smith
Brett Smith
Daniel Smith
Lisa Smith
Nicole Smith
Donald Snedden
Benjamin Snyder
Kelea Somertoh
Sara Sorto
Jacqueline Spallino
Patrick Spear
Matthew Spevak
Mackenzie Standish
James Stark
Catherine Stearns
Matthew Steele
Jeffrey Steinhilber
. Daniel Stepan
Gregory Stettler
Emily Stewart
Michael Stewart
Elizabeth Storelli
Kathleen Stork
Jeannine Strenk
Joelle Strickland ;
Grant Struck
Lauren Suhl
Clara Sullivan
JEmjly^ultao^L': ;
Paige Summers"
Daniel Sumpter
Michael Swaidan
Stephanie Swanbeck
Marni Swedroe
Maureen Sweeney
Alexander Sweidan
Katelyn Systrom
r/S"
Christine Szelong
Jennifer Takara
Jonathan Takara
Genna Tan
Mio Tanaka
Mackai Tapleshay
Kelly Tarantello
Brandi Tate
Jordon Taylor
Michael Taylor
Wahyudi Teguh
Elizabeth Tellman
; Gabriel Temkin
Aaron Thorn
Kristina Thompson
Joseph Thor
Willette Tipton
Lauren Ashley Tojo
Diann Tokars
Sherrie Totoki
Stacy:Tow
Stacey Trumble
Karen Tsai
Scott Tsutsumi
Victoria Tuala
Justin Upshaw
Lauren Urrutia
Andrew Valmonte
Paul Van Quan Lam
Alexandra Vander Poel
Dyani Vanderhorst
Patrick Vane
Olga Vasserman
Veronica Vazquez
Dereck Verissimo
. Michelle Vetrone;
Benjamin Vick
Petra Vieser
Elena Vizzini
Eric Vender Haar
Josip Vukic
Lauren Wakabayastii
Reyn Wakabayashi
Matthew Walker
John Wall. Ill
Anthony Walsh
Caroline Walters
Albert Wang
Corinne Wang
Joanne Wang
Amy Warmenhoven
Meredith Watkins
Angela Watson
Brian Watson
Joseph Wattoo
Kristine Wedum
Cole Weil
Erin Welke
~As.hley Wells
Leane Welly
Whitney Werts
Colin West
Emily Wetherley
Kevin Wetzel
rvQtQ Jennifer ZeidanMelissa ZhaoBlake ZiolkowskiErica Zolezzi
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Paul Whaley
Anna Wheatley
Leslie Whelan
William Whitener
Sean Whitney
Sean Wilkinson
Melissa Willens
Jeana Williams
Kristin Williams
Matthew Williams
Skye Wilson
Rachel Wogensen
Adam Wong
Katherine Woolf
Hallie Wright
Sasha Wright
John Wrixton
Patrick Wroe
Hoi Yan Lee
Mitchell Yanez
Kacie Yano
Stacy Yano
Cynthia Yee
Michael Yee
Shi Jia Lynette Yeo
Anthony Young
Zachary Young
Grace Yu
Janice Yu
Ryan Yuen
Mathew Zarate
Megan Zehnder
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Emilie Abate
Michael Abell
Jeffrey Abercrombie
JennaAbeyta
Caitlin Adair
Jeffrey Adams
Travis Adams
Lauren Adamson
Mara Adler
Michael Aguilar
Scott Ahlstrom
Meilin Akamu
Michael Albertini
Shane Aiborz
Neal Albright
Caspian Alderman
Gregory Aldridge
Gabrielle Alexander
Jordan Alfafara
Janet Alimboyoguen
Benjamin Allen
Matthew Allen
Kalyn Almaguer
Max Altshutd
Rorrald Alvarado
Maria Alvarez
Claudia Amador
Ryan Amante
Spencer Ambauen
Aram Amid-Hozour
Neda Arriid-Hozour
Biairie Amidon
Carlo Amrnatuna
Thien An: Le
Preet Ariand
Nicholas -Anderson
Virginia Anderson
Whitney Anderson
Sean Andrew
Alexandra Angel
Peter Angel
Nora Ahgelo
Gregory Angelos
Nicholas Antonelli
Stephanie Ahtonini
JonathanAragon
Nicholas Arb
Julie Arcaro
Daniel Arlan
Christopher Armanini
Krisha Anne Arnobit
Stephanie Arnold
Cfrstfna-Aroila
Jose Arreola^^^1^-
Jonathan Arzadon
Elinor Asa'
BaJJSL
drtaha Asdounan
Brandon Ashby
Ron Ashkenazi
Brian Aubuchon
JltoJlAufl
ty Awai
revor AxeTroa
Mohammed Ayoubi
Lynsey Azzarello
Mariko Babine
Andrew Backus
Richard Bacon
Brittanie Bailor
Catherine Baldwin
Joseph Banks
Chad Bannah
Jennifer Barbi
EriksBardo
Rachel Barmore
Jessica Barnette
Cathleen Barr
Nicole Barrack
Christopher Barry
Kendall Bartlett
Michael Bates
Emily Batt
Adrianne Beach
Sarah Beauchamp
Adam Beckman
Akhilesh Beetor
Lauren Befort
Jenna Belcher
Caitliri Bellotti
Georgrna Belmonte
Nicolas Benavides
Brittany Benjamin
Megan Benjamin
Craig Benko
:-;; Julia Benner
Denise Bennett
:
Steven; Benvenuto
Sarah Berg
Bryan Bergman
Edoardo Bernasconi
Amelia Bethke
Arpan Bhattacherjee;
Michael Bicos
Theana Bicos
Lydia Biddle
Thomas Billins
Erin Birmingham
Beth: Black
Evan BlackweH
Shanthi Blanchard
Andrew Blanco
Christopher Blanco.
Courtney Btahn
Clare Block
Jonathan Boales
Alexandra Bodjjar
Crakj.BBrnT<arnp
Alexander Bon
Michael Bonner
Patrick Bpocock
Emiiee Bboher
Blythe Booras
Katrina Boratko
Andrea Borgen
Kristina Borawii
. :mm% ....
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Natalie Bosque
Lauren Bothereau
Blake Boudier
Brianna Boudreaux
Jacob Bowers
Gonor Bowes
Sean Brachvogel
Sarah Bradley
Miriam Brady
Kevin Brashem
Michael Bravo
Matthew Brinda
Amanda Brinkerhoff
Brian Brogan
Mary Brooking
Andrew Brown
Jordan Brown
Meredith Brown
Ryan Brown
John Bruno
Paul Bruno
Jonathan Buccola
Corinne Buck
Diana Budenholzer
Sabrina Burney
Brandon Burnstead
Bridget Bush
Timothy Butler
Anne Butterfield
Eric Bybee
James Gacho
Sarah Cafasso
Gwyneth Calipjo
Amanda Callahan
Nicholas Calvittj
EdwardCamacho
Cassandra Camilleri
Naelene Camillo
Michelle Campion
Jessica Canal in
Erin Canfield
Hise Cannizzaro
Andrea Canova
Amelia Cantwell-Ray
James Cardwell
Andrea Carlos
Bniiy Carlyle
Adam Carosso
Haine Carreon
Andrea Carrera
Chelsea Carson
Nicole Carson
Sean-Carusi
Nicholas C&sini.--- ...
Cierra Cass
Anthony Cassara
:'Miehael Cassot;
s
*i?na Catatano
Emma Catherwood
Aaron Cator
Matthew Cavaliere
Roijert i
Le
Ange
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Marcus Chairez
Alexander Chang
Charlotte Chapin
Travis Chapman
Taylor Criaput
Derek-Character
Jorge Chavez
Natalia Chavez
class °
Glennis Coursey
Kimberly Courtney
Angela Crawford
Kathleen Crawford
Chase Crewdson
Tyler Critelli
Carly Crittenden
Greg Croak
Devin Crowley
Jennifer Cruden
James Cummings
Kenneth Curry
Megan Curtis
Miguel CuUnjieng
Andrew Cvitanich
Andrew Czisch
Carlos d'Abreu
Elizabeth Dadiomov
Kaitlin Dahill
Aundrea Dahl
Brandon Dahl
Dana Dalby
Claire Dalton
Stephen Dane
Sean Danzeiser
Ruben Dario Villa
Anna Daugherty
TVIer Davidson
Christopher Davis -
Marie De Geyer D'orth
Raul Joseph de Guzman
Francesca De Leon
LaurenDe Normandie
Erin Deane :
Kel lie Decker
Meredith Decker
Young Dee
Khaaliq Dejan
Jesse Dekens
Alisandrea Delcore
Armando Delgado-Lopez
Joseph Delia Santina
Alexander Deluca
Erin DeMartini
lindsey DeMicheli
Maksim Demin :_.:::
Megan Depumpo
Elly Detweiler
Samantha Devine
Kaitlyn Devlin
Rose Diamond
Mario Diaz
MeilDjaz
Eugenet>tBenedettq
Elizabeth DiCarlo
Rachael Dickey
Ryan
KeHy*
Anthony Dipre
Christopher Dirago
Stephanie DiSano
Michael Dishler
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Anthony Doemeny
Joseph Dombrowski
Christine Donnelly
Clorama Ddrvflias
Michael Douihit
Lauryn Dowd
Jessica Downing
Monica; Dreyer
Christopher Drubka
Samantha Duarte
Ann;Dudek
Margarita Duenas
John Duffy
Edward Dujardin
Christopher Dunder
Elizabeth Dunn
Molly Dunphy
Nicholas Duston
Laura Dwyef
Morgan Dyrejc
Peter Dziuba
Michael Easter
Erica Eater*
Janesta Edmonds
Emily- Edwards
Micah Etnterz
Casey Elder
FuadElfar
Charles Ellis
Ashley Endo
Michael Engle
; Sarah Ennis
Caitltn Epstein
Kenneth JErerRita
Alyssa £rickson-Wayman
MoUie Eshelman
Sarah Esparza
Charles Espeleta
Kelly Esrey
Giselle Estabrook
Ariel iEstebez
Lindsy Evans
Erin Fahey
Diane Fanning
Daniel Fant
Rachel Farkas
Miranda Farley
Liam Farrell
Ryan Fatemi
Joshua Fedder
Blake Feinstein
Lauren Fendel
Brittany FerreU
--Kefff'Ferron
Moana Ferry
Mark Fertelmeister
Samuel Fitzgerald
Patrick Flajole
Morgan Flatley
Ian Fletcher
Kelly Fletcher
Brenda Flores
Jeffrey Flores
Julianna Flores
Andrew Folk
Dennis Fong
Emily Fong
Geoffrey Fong
Elizabeth Ford
Amber Forshee
Genna Forster
Amy Foster
Logan Fox
Rebecca Fox-Bivona
Samantha Frampton
Kathryn Fraser
Garrett Frechette
Scott Fredianelli
Anne Freiburghouse
Samantha Frey
Melody Fu
Michelle Fuentes
Nicote Fujino
Sara Fukumura
Marc Fuller
Kelsey Fulton
Sean Furtado
Patricia Gabel
Nicholas Gable
Erica Gadzik
Alyssa Gagliani
: .:
Stephanie Galainena"
Carmelino Galang
Joseph Galbraith
Haley Gallagher
Megan Gallagher
David Gamache
Gaitlin Gambee
Anastasia Gandarilla
Spencer Gang
Alison Gansert
Emily Ganz
Nathan Garcia
Unai Garcia
Katherine Gardner
Justine Garvey
Molly Geisler
Richel Geisse
Nicholas Ghirardo
VincentGTBfHsGO- L:
.
Michael Gibler
Heather Giddings
Rachel Gilbi
Montana Gilt
Joanna Gistand
Roy Givens
Eric Glenn
MrJ.Sk GJm
Teeg©
Ngusfia
MMHMBMMHHn
JohnPaul Goethals
Maggie Goldenberger
Veronica Gomez
Alyssa Gomez
Julio Gomez
Silvia Gomez
Belia Gonzalez
Mauricio Gonzalez
Oliver Gonzalez
Molly Gore
Luke Gosda
Katrina Gould
WandrilJe Gounot
Fernando Gouveia
Marisol Gradilla
Aran Gragnani
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Mathew Harrison
Tammy Harrison
Zacnary Harrison
Cara Hasegawa
Trevor Hatzke
Aaron Hawke
Caitlin Hawley
Claire Hay
Meghan Jahr
Jasmine James
Eileen Jao
Maria Jarrell
Sarah Jeffcoat
Sean Jeliison
Ian Jenkins
Millicent Jenkins
Caitlin Jennison
Eva Jensen
Adam Jester
Preston Jeung
Elena Jimenez
Rose Jiminez
Chad Johnson
Cory Johnson
Emmajean Johnson
Lindsey Johnson
Mary Claire Johnson
Megan Johnson
Natia Johnson
Brandon Jones
Christopher Jones
Christopher Jones
Will Jopling
Sarah Judy
David Jutovsky
Serena Jweinat
Britney Kagawa
Alyc Kalamaha
Krista Kallen
Eleanor Kalnin
-Steven Kalush
KimKamitaki
Robert Kane
Bryce Kanemura
Caitlrn Kaopuiki
Jesse Kapeghian
JonKareich
Karisa Karlovich
Tyler Kassis
Diana Katz
Christopher Kaufmann
Mackenzi Kawachi
Nader Kawadri
DanieJ Kawano
Riki Kawano
Brenda Keener
Brigid KeHeher
Catherine Kelly
Christopher-Kelly
Colleen Kelly
Erin Kelly
Z -UucyKeTiy
Patrick Kelly
Alexa Kempis
William Kennedy
Allison Kerns
Virginia Kerrigan
Kathleen Kershaw
Shawn Khademi
John Khainson
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Nitasha Khetarpal
Aimee Khuong
John Kiely
Elizabeth Kightlinger
Victoria Kim
Amanda King
Connor Kinzer
Corinne Kirmil
Peter Kirst
Emily Kistler
Peter Kitchen
Kari Kjos
Geoffrey Klein
Charles Klemmer
William Klepacki
Riley Knapp
Ashlee Knight-Graham
Christopher Knowles
Jennifer Knutson
Kenneth Ko
Stephen Koch
Megan Kollar
Laura Kolstad
Kanani Kong
Alison Koobie
Andrew Kop
Jordan Korneliussen
David Koss
Kyle Kozlowski
Natassia Kozlowski
Alexander Krengel
Iris Kristoff
Anthony Kumasaka
John Kundtz
Homer Kuo
Laverrie Kuo
Sarah Ktirobe
Lindsey Kuroda
Chase Kurosaki
Jaymie Kusht
Genevieve Labadie
Matthew Labit
Cherie Ladislao
Remain taine
PauKLaLohde
Stephanie Lam
Allison Lamb
Jacob Lambers
Carrie Lambert
Gregory Lambrecht
Stefanie Lamprecbt
Brian Lance
Katbgrine Larkin
BeTijarffirrtarson -
Molly Lasater
Katherine Lau
Molly !
:Emify::6a^M?rWa
Connor Laughlin
John Laughlin
Scott Leach
Kathryn Leahy
Iv
Ar
. "V- ; .-.
Alyssa Lee
Bennett Lee
Claudia Lee
Grace Lee
Kiyoung Lee
Michael Lee
Peter Lee
Sean Lee
Travis Lee
Hilary LefRer
Trevor Letter
Bradford Lehmain
Giselle Lemence
Danelle Lencioni
Jesus Leon Guerrero
Matthew Leong
Charlotte Lewis
Courtney Lewis
Kenneth Li
Stephanie Eunice Lim
Katherine Lin
Jazmine Livingston
Samuel Llona
Caroline Lloyd
Katie Loiseau
Omid Loloi
Katherine Longyear
Corina Lopez
Heather Lopez
Joseph Lopez
Lidia Lopez
MyraLovell
Anders Loven-Hoit
Kristina Low
.
Max Lu
Scott Lucien
Brittany Luckham
Keisi Ludvigsen
Alexandra Ludwig
Dana Lueck-Mammen
Daniel Lundberg
John Lutz
Ryan Lyles
Craig tymus
Kimberly Lynes
Jacob Lyssy
Stephanie Ma
Justine Macautey
; RyarvMacia
Megan Macintosh
Michael Madavi
Kevin Madden
Meghan Madden.
Lauren Maestas
bfovanni Magana
Jerry Magdaleno
Meghan Mao.ee
•*>»».•. Mark'M^BW
Madeline Maguire
Megan Mahan
—mm.
-Jena Mahmoudi
Shane Makanui-Lopes
class °
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Divya Malik
Henrik Malmquist
Kimberiy Malotky
Harkirat Mann
Luis Manrique
Clinton Maples
Elise Marchese
Alexander Marchewka
Andrea Mares
Megan Markee
Amanda Marquez
Andrea Marquis
Adam Marsden
Kyle Marshall
Brian Martin
Kelsey Martin
Laura Martin
Ryan Martin
Tyler Martin
Katrina Marume
Melanie Massie
Michelle Mastrocola
Scott Mathews
Bradley Matocha
Shavonn-Haevyn Matsuda
Jessica Mattioli
Emily Mattos
Alexia Mayorga
Kennetra Mays
Sara McCain
Stephen McCarthy
Elizabeth McCarty
Antoinette McClain
Adara McClure
Courtney McConnell
Megan McConnell
Kelly McCormick
Maura. McCormick
Natalie McCormick
Carrie McDaniel
Patrick Joseph McDermott
Patrick Michael McDermott
Matthew McDonald
Jtl):Mcelheny
AnneMcGrath
JamesiMcGrath
Michael McGregor
Samantha McGue
Corey McGuire
Harrison McGuire
Christopher McGurrin
James McHugh
Joseph McHugh
MoTfyMcffhenny,
Erin McKenna
Heather McKenzie
MMMH imtHsstek^ismzzrtm.
Michael McQuille
Cameron Mcvay
Thomas Medica
Miranda Meten
Melissa Mendez
Sislin Mendez
Patrick Mendonca
Alexis Mendoza
Loren Menefee
Christopher Menezes
William Merritt
Kevin Mertens^Rbwan
Ellen Metzger
Charles Meyer
Alexa Meyerson I
Emily Michaels
Morgan Michaels
Taylor Michiels
Maria Michou
Heather Middleton
Andrew Miller
Anne Miller
Candice Miller
Casey Miller
3ames Miller
\
Amy Millikan
Megan Mills
Chad Minnis
Rachelle Minteer
Alert Mirza
Lauren Mitcheom
Ajay Mittal
Ula Miyamoto
Jennifer Mock
Errirfy Moellentine
Tanya Mohajerani
Lindsay Mohundro
Juan Moitinho de Almeida
Erik Moles
Moily Molofsky
Richard Momboisse
Caitiin Monaghan
Saul Ramirez Mondragon
Courtney Monfort
Eric Monroe
Lester Montes-Silva
Yvonne Monteverde
Eduardo Mbnttel
Daniel Moomaw
Robert Moon
Sean Mbbhey
Jessica Moore
Colby Moore
Tyler Moran
NoelJe Morano
Maxi Moss
SamanthaMossman
Elizabeth. Motrt
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Kirsten Muckler
Kevjn Myejler
Lance Mueller.
Myma Mungal
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Allen Munoz
Chantico Munoz
Jocelyn Munoz
Siobhan Murphy
Anne Murphy-Hagan
Ryan Murray
Michael Musgrove
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Christina IMakano
Joseph Nally
Louise Nash,
Philip Natale
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Kelley Naumann
Richard Navarro
Richelle Neal
Matthew Neber
Alexander Nelson
Maren Nelson
Patrick Nelson
Yuko Nemoto
Breann Netto
Julie Cassandra Ng
Sasha Ng
Jennifer Ngo
Kimberly Ann Ngosy
Cantalina Nguyen
Jennifer Nguyen
Long Nguyen
Mathew Nguyen
Phuong-Linh Nguyen
Page Nichols
Katherine Nicholson
Garolyn Nickell
Colin Niedermeyer
Samantha Nielsen
Matt Nieman
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Lauren Passafuime
Anthony Pastore
Nikki Patel
James Patterson
Jessica Paul
Alyssa Paulus
Allison Paver
Matthew Pavlik
Meredith Pawlusiak
Matthew Peckham
Justin Peel
Samantha Pelletier
Laura Pena
Maria-Theresa Peralta
Jonathan Perez
Marisol Perez
Nick Perlegos
Hannah Perlman
Leanne Perricone
Daniel Perry
Jeffrey Peters
Benjamin Petersen
Elizabeth Petrich
Benjamin Petrick
Justin Phan
Nicole Picard
Dayle Picerne
Shaun Pienkos
Connor Pihl
Marissa Pimentel
Irving Pineda
Nicholas Pinkerton
Gerard Pinto
Abigail Pira
Jeremy Pool
Brfan Porter
Lauren Porter
Guillermo Portillo
Jonathan Portillo
Angela Poth
Jacqueline Pottorf
Atupele Powanga
Jessica Power
Rae Prado
Eric Pressberg
Lanesha Preston-Roberts
Karen Pribula
Alexander Price
Nicholas Pruit
Emilia Ptak
Kyra Pulliam
William Purcell
Jennifer Purdy
Stephen Purdy
Elizabeth Purner
Brittany Purvis
Albert Qian
Katherine Qutnn^Snga-
'
Martha Quintero
Ana Quispe
—,ttmmmi^Sophia Ramatici
Margarita Ariana Ramnani
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Nadine Rasch
Christine Rasmussen
Kaitlyn Rauschnot
Arvind Ravikumar
Rzm.
Ramona Redlingshafer
Charles Reed II
Cameron Reedy
Ag>y-.Reggio
JohnRegier
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Justin Reginato
Allison Reicher
Taylor Reinhold
Michael Republicano
Katherine Reynolds
Jacquelin Reynoza
Jack Rhea
Jessica Rice
Nicholas Richmond
Ye Rin Cha
Rhea Rivera
Alexander Rivers
Jeffrey Roberts
Allison Robinson
Conor Roche
Bradwell Rodman
Alexander Rodondi
Gloria Rodriguez
Olivia Rodriguez
Sergio Rodriguez
Yizzel Rodriguez
Vanessa Rodriguez
Matthew Roeckel
Jitlian Roehl
Katherine Rohrbach
Janet Rojina
Gerardo Romo-Gonzalez
Christopher Rose
Makenzie Rosengreen
Robert Rosser
Sarah Rothrock
George Roy
Calvin Ruiz
Margaret Russell
Robert Russell
Brienna Rust
Jamie Ryan
Jessica Ryan
Sean Ryan
Whitney Ryan
Rostislav Rybalov
Vito Saccheri
Kelsey Sadler
Traci Saito
Kristy Sako
Rose Saltalamacchia
: Maria Carmela Isabel Samonte
Nicholas Sanchez
Tatiana Sanchez
Jessica Sandoval
Nicole Sanftlippo
Britney Sanford
William Sanicola
Kristin Sankwich
Michael Santa Maria
Michael Santia
\£ric Sarette
TaTzTj "Sasaki.
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Martin Saunders*^^1"*****^^
Christopher Sauter
Andrea. Schludermann
Kevin Christopher Schmic
Kevin William Schmidt
Casey Schmitt
Sarah Schubach
Cyrus Schultz
Patrick Schweiger
.
Kyle Schwing
Cory Scott
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Jessica Scott
Megan Scovil
Philip Seaton
Nadia Seber
Anton Seidl
Gregory Selmi
James Selvi
Natalie Seufferlein
Nina Sevastopoulos
Jesal Shah
Nima Shahidinia
Charlotte Shannon
Roxanne Sharkey
Gregory Sharron
Ali Shawn Sherali
Bradley Sheehan
Gregory Sheehan
Hope Sheffield
Wesley Sheffield
Jonathan Shen
Andrew Shenstone
Nathan Sherwood
Bryan Shiba
Connor Shields
A.
Nathan Stepp
Jamie Stevens
Casi Stewart
Emily Stielstra
Christine Stirrat
Rochelle Stowe
Silas Strickland
Katherine Suarez
Stephany Sue
Conor Sullivan
Erin Sullivan
Matthew Sullivan
McKenzie Sullivan
Thomas Sullivan
Charisse Sumoba
Ashleigh Sun
Benjamin Sussman-Hyde
Haruka Suzuki
Lane Suzuki
Erik Svetich
Farin Swan
David Swander
William Swedenburg
Elizabeth Sweeney
Hillary Sy
Julienne Syme
Emily Szabelski
Dennis Ta
Cheryl Taguma
Edessa Tailo
Ryan Taketa
Muhammad Talha
Elise Tamai
Dorothy Jane Tan
Christin Tanigawa
Kathleen Tankersley
Lue Tao
Mayra Tapia
Paige Taunton
Ryan Taylor
Monique Teixeira
Ryan Tellez
Joseph Telucci
Nicholas Tenhulzen
Matthew Tercek
Allison Terry
Patrick Terry
Elizabeth Teter
Theodore Tetzlaff
Scott Teufel
Michelle Tezak
Patrick Thacher
Thanh Thao Le
Andrew Thomas
Kevin Thomas
Rya Thomas
•Tayler Thomas
'Benjamin-Thompson
Justin ThomserT^*"
Bradley Thoreson
Mary Tha.rnhill
Gretchen Tiernan
Spencer Tiesse
Neghesti Tinsew
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Joshua Toft
Sarah Tonkin
Leah Torres
Christopher Tower
Sarah Towey
Tyler Toy
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Jason Tran
Vinh Tran
Scott Travers
Jessica. Tribbey.
Carole Triem
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Ryan Truettner
Phung Truong
Caitlin Trutanich
Connor Tryhus
Eugenia Tsai
Katrlna Michelle Tsao
Eric Tseng
Kyle Tsukiji
KyleTubbs
Haley Tucker
Can Turkmen
Stephanie Turnbull
Nadia Uen
Ayako Ueshima
Brett Ueunten
Michelle Urata
Crystal Urbanb
Troy Vander Hulst
Spencer Vanderhoof
Stephanie Vanegas
Peter Vaughan
Claudia Vazquez
Maria Vazquez
Hector Vega:
Andrew Velasco
Brian Velasquez
Jason Verses
Noe Vidales
Marcela Villegas Castanorr
Christopher Virid
Sara Vioiante
Bridget Visser
Nina Vogel
Anita Vohra
Anne Vofmert
Joel Wackerbarth
Nicole WadJey
ZaneWagener-
Karen Waldmann
Catherine Wallace
Marianne Wallis
Kellen Wantulok
Kelly Ward
William Warner
Ryan Watanabe
Laura Watkins
Timothy Wattersdn
Elyse Weatherby
Kelly Weber:
Lauren Wee
Matthew Weiss
Jeffrey Welch
Alyssa Wells
Mary Werling
Stephanie Wessels
Samuel Wheelehan
Nicole Whister
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Dickson Whitney
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Suzanne Williams
Michael Williamson
Mark Willinsky
Jacqueline Winslow
Brian Winter
Nathan Wirtz
Patrick Witham
ChristopherWong
Gina Wong
Jay Wong
^natfian Wong
Micftael Wong
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Christopher Woodhouse
Ryan Woodward
Christopher Wooley
Christina Wootton
Elizabeth Workman
Erika Wright
Emily Wright
Christina Wu
Mary Wyatt
Arisa Yamada
Tokina Yamamoto
Tyler Yamauchi
Shauna Yandell
Emil Yeargin
Tiffany Yee
Anthony Yen
Sean Yepez
Mindy Yoneshige
Matthew Yoon
Jessica Yrani
Aitor Zabalegui
Denise Zafra
Trenton Zane
Elliot Zanger
Abdullah Zarabi
Alexandra Zaretsky
Elena Zavala
Lisa Zellitti
Amanda Zelnik
Benjamin Zembik
Meg Zimmerman
Jeremy Zink
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Congratulations, Jessi!
~Love from your family
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CONGRATULATIONS!
~ Mom and Dad
VeA^ft6c4/ !7u)Ax4x
You did it! Felicidades, Vero!
You are the very first in the Flores Family to attend a university and
earn a Bachelor's Degree. Vero, your hard work and dedication at
SCU enabled you to accomplish this very special goal. You have grown
spiritually, academically, and have continued to develop your
leadership skills. May you find joy in your teaching career, as the
rewards are priceless. We wish you the best as you go on to pursue
your Master's Degree and may the Lord bless you and guide you to a
bright, peaceful and successful future.
You are an inspiration to the entire family. We are very proud of you
and commend you for all your accomplishments.
Love you lots, Mom, Dad, Daniel & David
Scott QboJf.
Your determination and hard work during the past four years paved
the path to the numerous accomplishments you have achieved.
Wishing you just the very best with your new career after
graduation. We are so very proud of you. Wishing you a lifetime of
continued success. Be happy and enjoy life to it's fullest!
Lots of Love, Mom and Kevin
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Congratulations, Kerwin, on your accomplishments. We are so
proud ofyour achievements. Your hard work to excel in school
is evident and even more so in your part time jobs in school and
summer internship, earning recognitions and praises from your
superiors. Always remember to continue to stay true to yourself and
live with compassion and humility. We wish you all the happiness
in the world. This is the beginning of a new chapter of your life. We
will always be here for you every step of the way as you embark on
another journey ofyour lite.
With all our love to you,
Dad, Mom, Kester, Anne, Angeli, Amah Tessie, and Amah Hue Em
VeXohlCAy QiveMs
La Union de familia es un elemento esencial en la vida. Tomar
pasos para mejorar el futuro es brindar satisfaction para la vida de
uno. Les doy gracias a mi familia por apoyarme en todo aspecto
en mi vida. Gracias mamita, papito, y Carlitos por darme energia
de progresar en este pais.
-Su hija, amiga, y hermana Carmen Rivera
"You may think ofyour degree as your ticket to the good life,
or you may think of it as your ticket to change the world."
Tom Brokaw
Beautiful Daughter:
It would be so easy to focus on the
accomplishments because they are
many—Dean's List, dance captain,
honor society, double major, scholar-
ship—the list goes on. The real pride,
however, is from the choices you are
making about the kind of person you
will be, about your responsibilities as a
world citizen, and about the Force that
will guide your life. As you have done
since birth, Punkie, you continue to
amaze and astound us. We know the
Light will shine upon and through you
as you take this enormous step into the
world.
With love and pride beyond measure,
Mom and Dad
CONGRATULATIONS HADYN!
We Love You,
Mom, Dad, Lauren & Lane
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Congratulations Alex!
We're proud of you.
Love, Mom & Dad
OfviaXJulUn,AmJwaA
Dearest Omar,
Congratulations on earning
your business degree!
Use this key to unlock your
future to success.
"To accomplish great things, we
must not only act, but also dream,
not only plan, but also believe.
"
- Anatole France
O-Optimistic
M-Motivated
A-Athletic
R- Respectful
May Allah Almighty always
bless, protect and guide you in
all your future endeavors.
Love,
Ammijan, Abbajan, Dadijan,
Sabrina Sc Amina
J/lofttfa, &jijzojodks VaAcjcu
Congratulations on your Graduation
Your academic success is a triumph that you will be proud of for
the rest of your life. There is nothing in the future you cannot
accomplish! Because of your compassion, dedication and loving
spirit, your choice to work in medicine will be a blessing to all.
God gave us great joy when he gave us the gift of your life to watch
over. You were always intelligent, self-assured, searching for adven-
ture and good friends. Enjoy your journey, because it is the journey
that will matter most.
Love & God Bless,
Mom, Dad, Erika & Nick
Junx)WM QuMsO
Dear Tim,
Wherever the road
may lead and no pw^» »1
matter if you travel mB^* - i
3y land, sea, or cable Vk Bin " iiiP
car—enjoy the ride
and take time to
smell the roses!
Congratulations on
graduating in three I
years! ~~*P!V^^^^F^H
We love you,
Mom, Dad,
\
Greg and Matt
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Congratulations Liz!
We want to tell you we are so happy for you and lor all of the things that
you have accomplished. We know the many difficult challenges you have
faced along your path to success; being the oldest of the three, setting a
great example for your brothers in passing these obstacles in your lite.
We admire your intelligence and perseverance and we are so thankful for
everything you have gone through for us out of the many roles you play;
whether it's being a daughter, a sister, and many more, especially in being
an important role model. Your incredible success along the way has made
us very proud to be your family. God bless you.
Love,
Dad, Mom, Victor and Robert
hehhlct feeMiaAdt& Cincc Ju\ua&
Class of 2007
Congratulations Bernice!
More Power to you in your Career.
We are all Proud of you.
Wishing you Happiness and Good Health, and
May God Bless you Always.
Love from,
Mom, Dad, Ben and Brea
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"We must walk consciously only part way toward our goal,
and then leap in the dark to our success."
- Henry David Thoreau
David,
We are so proud of your achievements, and wish you all the best life
has to offer as you "leap" to success in your pursuits!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Andrea & Mikey
OcOUo JaM V(UA)
VKiA ? 1
Time to take it up a notch...
Cara Fay Daw
L H With love and fidelity,
^P3l your Clan.
SvWVwt LciaaM; BeiuaJwUv
Congratulations!
Mom,
Dad,
Ben & Family
tyoUMi Cahio^Meio ^K.
Congratulations! We are very proud of you.
Best wishes for a bright and happy future.
May all your dreams come true.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Stephanie, Charles,
Valerie, Nick, Natalie &c Anthony
^chAWMv^. youfra
Congratulations graduate!
We are proud of you.
Mom, Dad, and Brigette
204
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Congratulations, Adele,
We're so proud of you!
We love you...
Mom, Dad, Dana, Blair Sc Brittain
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RELIABLE
COMPASSIONATE
RESPECTFUL
PATRIOTIC
HAPPY
DETERMINED
FUNNY
That's our "MOOSE"!
Congratulations!
We're very proud of you!
With Love,
Dad 6c Mom
206
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To Our Everdearest Darling Raymond,
We all wish you the best!
Your graduation is just the start of your
continuous accomplishments. We love you all the
time and we'll always be here for you.
Love you bebi,
Mom, Henry, Pappy, Grandma, Grandpa,
Ninang, Uncle Jeric & Uncle Roily
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Yaya,
Once in a while there is a time when we reflect on years gone by. Today we are doing just that. I remember the joy I felt
when you were born, the games we played, all the things we have done together over the years and I wonder just where that
time has gone. I remember the happiness you have brought into our lives over the years. More importantly, we have shared
experiences, laughter and tears and these are the things that bind us together. I hope that in your future we will always be a
as close as we are today.
Today you start a new phase in your life. Like parents all over the world we want what is best for our child. We don't always
agree on what that is, but I hope you know that you are special to us and that we want you to have a happy, fulfilled life.
Life is about attitude. If you think you will succeed and you work hard, you will succeed. It may not be what you had
intended, but real life is often like that and you have to learn to go with the flow. Nonetheless, anything you study or learn
will benefit you in some way, sometime.
Above all, remember, always, how much you are loved by our family and friends. Remember that you're our son and that we
care deeply for you. We want you to be happy and successful, in that order. More importantly, we want you to be loved and
respected by those you meet. If that happens, then we know that you have listened to what we have said to you today, and we
will be glad for you.
Your graduation day is special. Enjoy it, but always remember: every day is special and so are you. You have made us very
proud. We want you to know that we will always love you and that having you as a son makes our life brighter and better.
We love you so much! Congratulations!
Mom & Dad, Carmen and Metri
2007
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Congratulations Joshua!
You are amazing when you set a goal to accomplish something; nothing stands in your way
Your self-discipline and determination are truly inspirational.
This strength of character will offer a future filled with endless opportunities.
It is exciting to think of the full life and blessings that lie ahead for you.
You're a good man, and as a son, grandson, husband and dad—You are the best!
We have always believed in you and we are all so very proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Nana, Bob,
Amanda, Anthony,
Griffin and Emma Jo-Lynn
-<> ¥
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Family, Friends, Fun and the Future!
Four years at Santa Clara have gone so fast and have been so filled with
joy, learning, challenge and accomplishment.
You make all of our lives better because we know you and love you.
We can't wait to see what is next!
All of our love,
Mom, Dad, Steph and Tim
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Dear Scott,
We were proud parents when
you graduated from kindergarten
and our pride has grown with
you through the years that have
followed. Your special place in
this family was obvious when we
introduced you to four siblings who
adored you. Yet in spite of their
best efforts to spoil you, you grew
into someone who truly cares for
others. You seem to understand
that a great man doesn't need to
seek status because he carries it
with him. You also understand that
life is a gift and you have used it
wisely, always making excellent
choices. Thank you for who you
are. We can't wait to see where you
go from here.
With lots of love,
Mom, Dad,
and the entire "Klausner Klan"
CONGRATULATIONS, PHELPS!
With our love and admiration,
Dad, Mom, Weez and Dodger
AmaAoAsMcOvUy HoWi
Amanda,
At Santa Clara you
have grown into a
young woman of
poise, maturity and
great beauty. Thank
you for blessing our
lives with your warm
smile, caring nature
and spirit for life.
We continue to learn
from you.
May God bless you
as you continue your
life's journey.
Buona fortuna!!!
Con Amore ed i baci,
Mom and Dad
AJu&ofr QjO^MK
CONGRATULATIONS, ALISON!
The years have flown by and now you
can add "college graduate" to your
resume. You have always been a truly
caring and loving individual. I wish you
days full of happiness as you passionately
explore your journey through life.
Much Love,
Mom
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break with us!!!
Weekday Camps
Our standard weekly camp session runs Monday - Friday in the months of
June - August. If our weekly camp sessions don't work into your schedule
we can accommodate you with either an hourly or daily package.
Weekend Camps
Weekend camp sessions run Friday or Saturday thru Sunday all year long
and are scheduled by appointment only. Prices vary depending on what
type of amenities your group requires. Call or email us for an individual
price quote.
Hourly & Daily Lessons
Private lessons can be arranged on the weekends only during the months
of March thru May, September and October. From June through August,
private lessons run 7 days a week. We have both individual and group
rates available.
tnenti
yearbook
15% off
our wakeboarding
lesson rates, camp,*
taou*ooardsnop!
We are committed to becoming your premier source of
one-stop shop for watersports equipment and accesso-
ries. We offer the highest quality inventory ofyour favorite
brands: CWB, Hypeiiite, Liquid Force, Von Zipper, Body
Glove, Krown, Proline, Lightning, and many others. . . at
discount prices. It is our goal to provide you with an easy,
hassle-free shopping experience, while delivering the ex-
cellent customer service you deserve! For your online
needs, check out our website at
wysfw.DWCBoardShop.com
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Congratulations \
to the
Class of 2007!
from your local Balfour
graduation product representative!
Balfour
www.balfour.com
Goodbye, and best wishes, Class of 2007 Graduates!
...from your yearbook publisher,
Taylor Publishing Company
Taylor
"^ PUBLISHING
4
www.tayloryearbooks.com
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Diversified
Fire Products
Engineered Life Safety Systems
We're proud to support Santa Clara University.
Congratulations to the Class of 2007!
502 Vandell Way, Suite E
Campbell, CA 95008
Phone (408) 370-3770
Fax (408) 370-0654
£ima *Pamity Tftontuwuf,
466 N. Winchester Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 296-2977 loc2461@sci-us.com
FD93
Joe Lima
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MISSION CITY FCU is your FULL SERVICE financial institution,,,
Mission
C I T T
FFDFRAL CREDIT UNION
We serve the entire SCU community including
the Faculty, Staff, Students and Alumni,
Come and see what we have to offer...We're here to serve you!
Visit our office at 1391 Franklin Street, located off Monroe Street
between Benton Street and Homestead Road in Santa Clara.
Full Sendee ATM on the basement level- Benson Center
Phone (408) 244-5818 - Fax (408) 244-9390
Toll-Free 1(888) 361-1894
Email: info@missioncityfcu.org
www.missioncityfcu.org
www.birthright.org
BIRTHRIGHT OF SAN JOSE
Prcgnancv Support Service
Since 1972
241-8444
2071A Alameda Way
San Jose, CA 95126
1-800-550-4900
24/7 Hotline
Free & Confidential
.Santa Clara Vision Center.
Preventive Optometry
Go
Broncos!
Steve Neunzig, O.D.
Dodd R. Portman, O.D.
www.santochravisioncenter.com
(408)241-3510
1190 Scott Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95050
Champion Auto Body & Repair
Computerized Frame Checking System
Heavy Collison Specialty
(408) 246-0765
1486 Jefferson Street
Santa Clara, CA 95050
mSCHOLASTICADVERTISING, inc.
Advertising Specialists
and Consultants providing
professional sales
and service support for University
and College Publications.
1 800 964-0722
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Bon Appetit
n
MARKET
D
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THEivlRONCO M^R K E T
Catering: (408) 551-1792 Dining Services: (408) 554-7804
Congratulations Class of 2007
ii/mon
HOMGSCENTRAL
404 Saratoga Avenue, Suite 1 OO
Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 985-6000 • (408) 985-6050 FAX
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t«mf^e B^tnf »f Re N^iA-At^ny Re cuitn-k ^W" c^tfcR &u>- ey^e w-emnJl Re ("&*e a^-tfCenA-^ Re ayvwuyd of &o*fe- Re ^-enA&n f^unfiw.
denei-^A *n A&ecW >n^-nm4Ay 'Re cnj^-umjr A^eff &f c^Kfiwa &HA&eA- <an^ Ree^ &n avn&^Vr, Re fr^ei-^iuaa Vwvnr of TRe ^t-onco-, Re
A^ecwif "ne^nina &f M1^-^^" <^-f-e^kf«iA''f/ cfM/eRa^ (/Ue^CneAtf6%»- ni4RfA- <ife&ve <*££ &RehA> "Re B^t>-e 4&&C &y e^xR^ ^&nua* &dtn"fA-y 4*a<£ Re
ft-eARtnen i^Re- iW-p Rs^e E^mniA- nn-R- tw.
TR^cf a fr#Kr Ria few kt^u ^fRcke^ -— fey*- fetu^^Cm^ ^ "nenadf-y*- R- enc^Attf^fe R&*e lAAneA &-p <ScR&*^/ &*f C^m^eA-, ^n^ n^A-f of <rf(,
of Llir. kje i-e Piei-e R^eReh f&t- / 2. «ucK-"f»-4> fwt^ y*e^A> <Se&-Rnak,(- R- June. Cue fe^-ny AdtneR^A- re^ Re fe&^ic^ <^i^*a-
K-eneHfee^- Re w-dfmm-A- mR&- »n^£e Re exR^ eff»+-+ R*f h^^Ce Re feui ^flei-ence^ ^m«C en<^- itfe- (-ef?ecRaa &n i^R^f i^e w Ce^-ne^ id-
Re •nfrA-t AH>-&+-iAm4 of RneA. TR^tf a- Re A-dWf &^v-f —- Re ho*+ t-e<wn Krf" ^f |»+-ce &u>-AefueA- &tvf- &f wt>- fee^CA- e<icR- <ntrt-niy\.4,.
%ri\k ifen ar*v# Re CtanaeA-. 7^*e Ane^Ja*- ^jAay-djr Rscf c#*vve &tii- &f n&tuRehe w.<^ t-frek tu> <w^- Re AttfeRe fef-eezeA- R^tf me <^n I
noMct itnW Rey*-ue 4&ne. ^-&4R- ^ in^£uru£n^ifA- w.^C ^a- ^ &\~oh&-, no- ©ne feweA- Ra- cayvxbujr Re A^ne ^ Rey*- en.R(-e^ rf-. C^H^- i^S
w- c^Aey netReh R^a- &h>- &Ry*Atc^f inem- »f Re acR&*^. ^&tvf tf a- Ria- acR&^C w.^C ReAe cR^m^eA-, R^cf c>-e^ie a- unUtte w.4- M^fet4M>RttA-
L|a-. OuReReh y*&tn~e hp*6n« Ria- ^a- ^ ft-eARn^n zffet- c^+nfeXeRa^ y*dtt>- fii-A-f y*e^ of- <& Aent*t- n&-f i-e^{y*- R- fe<we^ y*dtvf-e &^-f &y
R^tf LS. TR«f 4(-&ta>- Rstf n^Ce cRsm^e R^&eny R^tf -fiffesC Re cf«iA-At-e*niA- &f Re bc&oot, ay\£ R^f ^cffecR^ ewe-y*- &-Reh pehA&n inl
fet4 Kr^y**- ay\Ji &v\p&i, M~ohoh(yr KnR&ui" euen i-e^L2ivu th Oue <stff knm^, ttn^hA-Rn^, ^n^C unff ^ifiu^vA- R&f^C Azay- R^*e TR*-ee C a-.
^&ni- &eh*&n<rffiA> mR«tf v£7 Rink i-e^fCy*- h^tfRt-A- ^-e R>-ee &-Rei- fefRi-A.- *S. C U. - SiR^f. CR^va^e*. LU-.
~~FoiA/- yzayk QAO- <3 cwMoivXyr A-R&&e«t enR- Ria- owmvt ny\a)ivtfy-£ of uuRei-e \3 \*you£Jl fee fe&f^fy*- A-Rn^n« \otApja-. $ <&m f Rwe <^
A^fe- yve^"y ^i^" ^ cfey" i&i-ecR^n &-f ujRet-e v^T^ A^n/l ne^<f. o>vv n&+ euen AH>-e Rm^- ^£T>vv 4&m^ R- «ef ^ff &f >v!M- a-R^j Re+ne. ^r^k
$ djo- \<nouj- R^tf vSTue frff nt*- n^-k Ret-e, ua Ra- fe&*ky im^C \9 c^uftfCn f fee >n^-e
M-otut of Re Ahonth R«tf a- t-ef?ecR^ lotRm uR p^eA. T&- Re aR^, Re AcR^*fy Re
A-RufenR> in^C- Re A&ea^f &efr&^e m ^ny^v- ^fe — Rmk y**ttv y&tvue >n^{e uf *f?
^ &^e<^AM>-e. \9 c&ttf<^n f Rwe ^lAke^C f&+- >n^-e.
Ai£IT .If-
.j/IHTD«BirMf*lfl w:
« ft - ww, of Wl ^ ^S
wife- W ,f> f"™ "»"" =" ° ^ „k ^ «** '* «*
i fl
p*- *->
-r» ^rr r -* -"* -
/ 73 <^)A- *ue- *nt»- fife i^Kfe^ evei-y >n^- B^Hnlv 4»w
QKrtfr, <*y\iJL joi- ^s ftt-if "f«ne ^J kma- rf»ne. TWikfn^fyt-
«. fevu- i^eel<A- ^ffet- vS {inwl nferteff ©n Tfe ^e<j&v**st
dtffi. ~T<ro*Yv "ffe f<tfe ni4^is- "fo- fee e*»-fi*- »net-nua*i> 'W^eu-
wn^K)tcfei- V NJei-^ ^efrf4> i^Myj- A*ef^ce^ ^sn^t ft»M>-^ ^
of ^Ptcefeook B+-ot>-<wfin«Wi "fe- Wk i*- nv* -fi-eifen^n
ye^. - LS% Onnn 3X§-/07
T%i- we^-feook K^i- antafeJi jo^eft*- on Wvw.^ faflR*-
"f^tfl^- W46. fee D^we M^HRek* ^•<^n^. c^{. 7W ne-wi- :
W" ui- 40»r£.
|
<3 fak bmm* (djhr faffift, mJL ivfen fee Ql^j& Ji
' i* one of onfy- fet-ee cJU- m fee ue*-kwk hoo*u» v£7 fetle
a
- Wi ^tti> <% «rff wotv ivife >nttotrt-& l^notu; "fvuo- ne«^
"kre* >n«tke ^ frMitiue— ^ boadivefw- «!>n«i&na y^e^feook
v£7 ^e^iotfe fe*- V yotv "Swat Cf*t. TWib fot- fee
Cfji^**- ^?n4- fof-evet- evet-/
vJf+eite-
^ ten K^n^-fHf fo- if + r ^
ft j . . ,, J ^ rue feefrfc u ketone/ $% ++* w ^ o^ iWf^ W|. ^^ e^_ ;
•p^jW ffotu-
3w ^efinrfe-
,„.,„£** n^ ^ EveKj W/ fe^' *a M
^ ^e,, 7 o- (T ^ ** (fe Wk'* iW.
"S^of
W*on .9 feme<£ in ^ufo^% rfw "O^f c^ *fr-
te> VH*: -E^jovj tfe book ww w^l ^l ^ ^V*'
K-[fecf ok & fee* *^v« ***«»» «^ ^ ^ ^T^ ^
^ tfta pte- teH*-. <P«« - CCfeW-
c^ ,un4o-
e^fafe
3
z.z.2. ^ve '// dft// fart 0lsf JfomS a^ &77?t* Sew
"S^^.CJ^tnaeJj^
y^/z^is.
• c c~ ygrao
,
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